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Abstract 
The need for debugging tools for declarative programming languages has increased due to the 
rapid development of modeling and simulation tools/programs. 

Declarative equation-based programming languages have the problem of equation systems 
being over-, or under-constrained. This means that the system of equations has more equations 
than variables or more variables than equations respectively, making the system of equations 
unsolvable. 

In this study a static debugger is implemented in OpenModelica compiler for the equation-
based programming language Modelica to make it easier for the programmer or modeler to 
locate the equation/s causing the unconstrained system of equations. The debugging techniques 
used by the debugger are developed by Peter Bunus. Those techniques are able to detect 
unconstrained systems of equations and give solutions by identifying the minimal set of 
equation/s that should be removed or which variable/s should be added to an equation/s to make 
the system solvable. 

In this study the debugging techniques for detecting and giving a solution for over-constrained 
system of equations are shown suitable to be used for the programming language Modelica in the 
OpenModelica compiler. 
 
Keywords: OpenModelica, Compiler, Modelica, Equation-Based programming language, 
Debugging, Over-constrained equation system
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1 Introduction 
The time and implementation is likely to be underestimated in most of the software projects. 
Its here properly use of a debugger can be usefully to decrease the develop time. A debugger 
is a program that allows you to walk through the program code line by line and examine the 
values of variables and the input to function calls and so on. When a program does not work, 
questions like ‘Where does the error occur?’ and ‘How can it be fixed?’ start arising, that is 
mainly what debugging is about. 

Some programmers like to use the debugger to step through the code and look for the bug 
as a first approach when a bug appears. This is not always an effective approach; a full-scale 
stepping should be the last resort since it is time-consuming. The most important part when 
approaching a bug is to make sure that the problem is understood.  

It is necessary to identify the error/bug and find information to answer the questions that 
have arisen in order to understand the problem. The next step could be to try reproducing the 
bug by writing a test program. If it is not possible to reproduce the bug, the difference 
between the test-program and the original code needs to be found by gradually commenting 
out code from the applications. This way the original program starts increasingly looking like 
the test-program which leads to the right direction of solving the problem and hopefully 
finding the bug at the end. 

By gathering more information about the program structure and its execution a clearer idea 
of when the bug appears or not as well as where it occurs will be established. This will narrow 
down the code that is needed to step through when using the debugger. However most of the 
bugs are easy to find but using this method helps to find the most difficult ones such as when 
the debugger cannot find where the bug lies. That is why it is worth the extra effort of going 
through the program step by step as stated above. Another advantage is by using this method 
experience will be gained of how, when and where to look for a bug in a program in order to 
solve the problem. 

The traditional debugging techniques for imperative programming languages are not 
applicable for debugging declarative programming languages due to the fact that in 
declarative languages the evaluation order is difficult to predict. Imperative programming 
languages describes how the program is going to accomplish its task in more detail than in 
declarative languages which is more abstract and describes how it’s going to achieve its task 
but the details are hidden. Programs written in declarative language are general shorter than 
the same programs written in an imperative language. 

In this thesis we propose a debugging method for a declarative equation-based 
programming language where a system of equations can be over- and under-constrained 
meaning the equation-system cannot be solvable. 
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1.1 The need for debugging 
The increasingly large development of modeling and simulation tools/programs have led to 
larger use of declarative programming languages where the debugging tools are less advanced 
than for the imperative programming languages. Therefore there is a need for developing 
debugging algorithms and tools for the declarative programming languages within the 
modeling area. 
 

1.2 Purpose of this study 
The purpose of this study is to implement a static debugger method described in (Bunus 2004) 
for the equations-based programming language Modelica. The debugger should be able to 
detect over- and under-determined systems of equations and give solutions by identifying the 
minimal set of equation/s that should be removed or which variable/s should be added to an 
equation/s to make the system solvable.  

The main goal for the debugger is to make it easier for the programmer or modeler to 
locate the exact equation/s and model that make the system unconstrained during the 
implementation of a model or modeling of a system. The debugging techniques in (Bunus, 
2004) have already been shown to work for experimental compiler so the task is to show that 
it also can be implemented in OpenModelica compiler for the Modelica language.  
 

1.3 Structure 
In the beginning of the following chapters an introduction of modeling and simulation will be 
briefly explained followed by a brief introduction of the programming languages Modelica 
and Meta-Modelica. Afterwards we will describe the OpenModelica environment. 

The debugging technique for over-constrained system of equations for equation-based 
languages in (Bunus 2004) is explained in detail after which the implementation of the 
debugging technique in OpenModelica compiler is described and finally the results and 
analysis of the performance of the debugger as well as the conclusion are presented. 

The section Graph Theory Definitions and the chapter Debugging Technique for Over-
constrained system of equations are partly cited from (Bunus 2004) with Peter Bunus 
approval. 
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2 Background  
2.1 Modeling and simulation 
Let us consider the following hypothetical situation. Imagine the occurrence of an airplane 
accident where there was no previous contact from the pilots in the plane to the airport control 
tower. The only way to detect how the accident occurred is by finding the black box and 
investigating the crash. The information available in the black box’ flight data-recorder and 
cockpit voice-recorder will help the investigators get an idea of what went on moment before 
the accident and how the plane crashed. If we would to create a computerized replica of the 
airplane in order to use it to imitate the course of the flight gotten from the flight data 
recorder, we would be able to generate different scenarios with different errors such as a 
broken wing, motor failure, electric system failure etc, that could have caused the plane to 
crash and hopefully narrow the scenarios down to one or few that would match the real case 
scenario. 

To connect this to the concept of modeling and simulation one could say that the replica of 
the airplane would here be the model and the different scenarios generated would be the 
simulation of the model with different inputs. We can now define these two concepts as 
follows: 
 

• Model – A simplified representation of a real-world system.  
• Simulation – A manipulation of a model using input data to extract information of the 

system. 
 
Generally it is important to understand that the model is only an approximation of the real 
world system that is too complex to replicate. To create a precise model of the real world 
system is almost impossible. Therefore a satisfying behavior of that system is what we are 
looking for to achieve in the created model. 

As described in (Bunus 2004) after building a model of a real-world system the results of 
the simulation process of the model are usually compared to the measured outputs from the 
real-world system to see if the model is satisfying. If the model is not satisfying, it has to be 
changed by for example rewriting the equations, changing the model formation, the 
coefficients or the initial conditions.  

Some of the main motivations for modeling and simulation instead of perform experiments 
on real world system (Fritzson 2004) are: 

 
• The real experiments could be too expensive or too dangerous to perform, like playing 

with a nuclear facility. 
• The real world system does not yet exist. 
• Easy and fast to change the model, compare to change the real world system. 
• The Time scale of the dynamics of a system is not compatible with that of the 

experimenter. Like to observe small changes of the universe will take millions of 
years, but similar changes can be observed quickly by a computer simulation. 

 

2.2 Modelica 
Modelica is a declarative object-oriented equation-based modeling language. Modelica has the 
ability of Multi-domain modeling meaning that the user can have electrical, mechanical, 
thermodynamic, hydrodynamic components in the same application, which makes the 
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language very powerful. Modelica is also object-oriented, that makes it possible to make 
model components with support of hierarchical structure, reuse, and construct large and 
complex models with multi-domain components (electrical, mechanical, etc.)  
The models in Modelica are modeled using acausal or non-causal modeling based on ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) and differential algebraic equations (DAEs) together with 
discrete equations forming a hybrid DAE. The big advantage of using acausal modeling 
instead of causal is that its makes it easier for the developer to write models, they do not have 
to care about the evaluation order of the variables. The re-ordering of the evaluation is done 
by a Modelica compiler.  

The Modelica language has support for visual “drag and drop”, and connect composition of 
models. It makes it possible to via a GUI like a Model Editor to visually building models by 
selecting components from ready-made libraries, and connect them in model diagrams, and 
entering parameter values for the different components. This makes its possible for people 
with minimal knowledge of programming to build complex models.  
 

 
Figure 2-1. MathModelica modeling and simulation environment showing an electrical motor. 
Source: (Pop 2008) 
 
The Modelica program is built by classes. Modelica uses the reserved word model to refer to a 
class. A Model declaration contains a list of variables and a list of equations preceded by the 
keyword equation. It my also contain a list of algorithms similar to statements or blocks in 
programming languages preceded by the keyword algorithm. The algorithm section contain 
typical assignment statements like, 
 

x := 5 + y 
 
There the expression on the right-hand side is calculated and assigned to the variable on the 
left-hand side. But the equation section my have expression in both the right- and left-hand 
side. 
  

x + 3 = y + z 
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The equations describe equality not assignment. The set of equations does not have to be in 
the correct execution/evaluation order it just have to be a solvable equation system with the 
same number of equations and variables. The order of the execution/evaluation is determinate 
by a Modelica tool or compiler.  

Below we will describe the basics of the Modelica language with some classes modeled in 
Modelica. The classes below corresponding to a resistor (Resistor) and an alternative voltage 
source (VsourceAC). 
 

model Resistor 
 extends TwoPin; 
 parameter Real R; 
equation 
 R*i = v; 
end Resistor; 
 
model VsourceAC 
 extends TwoPin; 
 parameter Real VA = 220; 
 parameter Real f = 50; 
 protected constant Real PI = 3.14; 
equation 
 v = VA * sin(2*PI*f*time); 
end VsourceAC; 

 
Both of the classes uses the inheritance mechanism (extends) in Modelica meaning that they 
are extended with the variables and equations in the inherited class TwoPin.  
 

model TwoPin 
 Pin p,n; 
 Real v,i; 
equation 
 v = p.v - n.v; 
 0 = p.i + n.i; 
 i = p.i; 
end TwoPin; 

 
The TwoPin defines electrical components that have two pins. The equations defines the 
voltage drop along the component ( v = p.v - n.v  ) and the current inside the component 
(0 = p.i + n.i; i = p.i ). The class Pin is instantiated twice, which is a special kind of 
class called connector. A connector class works like communication interface between the 
component and its surroundings, it is also called a port or connectors.  
 

connector Pin 
 Real v; 
 flow Real i; 
end Pin; 

 
The Pin class defines a electrical pin and contains two Real variables: one for the potential at 
the pin (v) and one for the current (i). Modelica supports equation-based acausal connections, 
which means that connections are defined as special equation forms, such as 
connect(connectClass1, connectClass2). The Connect statement will expand into equations in 
the form there the corresponding connector variables without the prefix “flow” will be 
identical and the corresponding connector variables with the prefix “flow” will be defined by 
the sum-zero equation, meaning the sum of all flow variables will be zero. Only connectors of 
equivalent type can be connected. A connection between two components (pin1 and pin2) of 
the class Pin would be equivalent and expanded into the two equations: 
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pin1.v = pin2.v; 
pin1.i + pin2.i = 0; 

  
The first equation says that the voltage between two pins connected though a wire is the same. 
The second equation corresponds to kirchhoff’s current law saying that the currents sum to 
zero at a node. Similar laws apply to flows in piping networks and to forces and torques in 
mechanical systems. 
 
Differational equation der(x) = x/2 
 
The development and promotion of Modelica is organized by the non-profit organization 
Modelica Association. 

Further information about Modelica can be found in (Fritzson 2004). 
 

This section refers to  (Bunus 2004), (Pop 2008) and (Fritzson 2004). 
 

2.3 MetaModelica 
OpenModelica compiler (OMC) is implemented in the unified Equation-Based modeling 
language MetaModelica, but that have not always been the case. OpenModelica compiler was 
first genereated by a natural semantics specification written in RML (Petterson 1995). A 
decision was made to rewrite OMC to MetaModelica so the Modelica community, where the 
people have detailed knowledge in Modelica, could contribute to the open source 
OpenModelica compiler. MetaModelica is based on the Modelica language with several 
extensions. The main differences and extensions between MetaModelica and Modelica are: 
 

• List operations. That’s not included in Modelica language but it is an important 
construct in MetaModelica. 

• The union type structure, a collection of records containing data. 
• The pattern matching construct, match and matchcontinue. Useful for match different 

records, list processing, walk over class hierarchies.  
 
All of these extensions are important for improving the capability of meta-modeling for the 
MetaModelica language (Pop 2008). 
 
A fundamental data structure in MetaModelica is the union type which is a collection of 
records containing data, as the example below.  

uniontype BT 
  record INTEGER  
    Integer i;  
  end INTEGER; 
   
  record REAL 
    Real r;  
  end REAL; 
   
  record STRING  
    String s;  
  end STRING; 
end BT; 
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The union types can be recursive i.e. reference to themselves, which is useful for declaring an 
abstract syntax tree for a program language.  

Union types together with match-expression or pattern matching and lists makes it possible 
to process lists of records with different data structures. The function printBTlist below 
prints all elements in a list containing elements of the union type BT above by going through 
the list one element at the time. MetaModelica does not have any iteration methods so 
recursion is used to traverse lists. 

function printBTlist    
  input list<BT> inBTlist; 
algorithm  
  _ := matchcontinue (inBTlist) 
    local 
      list<BT> rest; 
      Integer i; 
      Real r; 
      String s; 
    case (INTEGER(i)::rest) 
      equation  
        s = intString(i); 
        print(s); 
        printBTlist(rest); 
      then ();  
    case (REAL(r)::rest) 
      equation  
        s = realString(r); 
        print(s); 
        printBTlist(rest); 
      then (); 
    case (STRING(s)::rest) 
      equation  
        print(s); 
        printBTlist(rest); 
      then (); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end printBTlist; 

 
Declaration of list have an java like syntax, as seen in the function printBTlist above, 

list<BT> declare a list with elements of the union type BT. The cons operator :: is used for 
construct/deconstruct lists from it head and its tail (head::{tail}). The matchcontinue 
statement specifies which variable/s (in this case the BT list) is going to be matched against 
the different case statements. The case statements checks if the list is constructed as the 
expression in the case statement. The cases are checked in the written order of the case 
statements. The first case statement in printBTlist check if the first element in the list is of 
the record type INTEGER, if so the local variable i is bind to the integer value in the INTEGER 
record and the local list variable rest is bind to the rest of the list, then the equation section 
for that case is executed. The equation section converts the integer into a string and prints out 
the string then the rest of the list is processed by recursively calling printBTlist. If the 
input list is not constructed as the first case or some function in the equation section fails the 
next case is checked. If the last case fails then the function printBTlist will fail. Further 
information regarding MetaModelica can be found in (Fritzson 2007). 

2.4 OpenModelica 
The OpenModelica environment is a complete Modelica modeling, compilation and 
simulation environment based on free software distributed in binary and source code form. 
The components of the OpenModelica environment are as summarized in (Pop 2008): 
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• OpenModelica Interactive Compiler (OMC) is the core component of the 
environment. OMC provides advanced interactive functionality for model 
management: loading, instantiation, query, checking and simulation. The OMC 
functionality is available via command line scripting or - when run as a server - via the 
CORBA (or socket) interface. The other environment components presented below are 
using OMC as a server to access its functionality. 

• OMShell is an interactive command handler that provides very basic functionality for 
loading and simulation of models. 

• OMNotebook adds interactive notebook functionality to the environment. 
OMNotebook documents blend together evaluation cells with explanation text. The 
evaluation cells can be executed directly in the notebook and their results incorporated. 
The OMNotebook component is very useful for teaching, model explanation and 
documentation because all the information regarding a model including simulation 
results can be included in the same document.   

• Modelica Development Tooling (MDT) is an Eclipse plug-in that integrates the 
OpenModelica compiler with Eclipse. MDT, together with the OpenModelica 
compiler, provides an environment for working with Modelica and MetaModelica 
projects. Advanced textual (code browsing, syntax highlighting, syntax checking, code 
completion and assistance, automatic code indentation, etc) and UML/SysML editing 
features for developing models are available. The environment also provides 
debugging features. 

 

 

Figure 2-2. OMShell. Source: 
(Pop 2008) 

Figure 2-3. OMNotebook. Source: 
(Pop 2008) 
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Figure 2-4. Modelica Development Tooling (MDT). Source: (Pop 2008) 

 
The debugger functionality in this thesis is implemented in the OpenModelica compiler as 
well as an interactive function to start the debugging of a model through a command line in 
OMShell. 

2.5  Graph Theory definitions 
The algorithms for debugging equation systems presented in (Bunus 2004) and described in 
Chapter 3 use graph theoretical approaches. Therefore we introduce some basic definitions 
and notations cited from (Bunus 2004, p. 60-71) in this section.  
 
Definition 2-1: A bipartite graph is an ordered triple ),,( 21 EVVG =  such that 1 1 1{ , }kV v v= …  and 

2 1 2{ , }kV u u= …  are sets of vertices, =∩ 21 VV Ø and },};,{{ 21 VyVxyxE ∈∈⊆  is the set of edges. 
The vertices of G are elements of 21 VV ∪ . The edges of G are elements of E . 
 
The bipartite graph representation will be used to associate to the system of equations 
resulting when flattening the Modelica models. There 1V  is the set of equations and 2V the set 
of variables in the flattened model. An edge between 1Veq ∈  and 2Vvar ∈ means that variable 
var appears in the equation eq . 
  
Definition 2-2: A matching, denoted k

GM , is a set of k edges from a graph G where no two 
edges have a common end vertex. If ),,( 21 EVVG =  is a bipartite graph with bipartition 

},{ 11 kvvV …= and },{ 12 kuuV …= , we denote by GM1∂  and GM2∂  the sets of vertices in 1V  and 
2V respectively incident to arcs in GM . 

 
Definition 2-3: A matching max

GM  of a graph G is called a maximum cardinality matching or 
maximum matching if it is a matching with the largest possible number of edges. 
 
Definition 2-4: A perfect matching P

GM  is a matching in a graph G that covers all vertices of 
G. For a perfect matching corresponding to a bipartite graph ),,( 21 EVVG =  the following 
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relation holds: 1 2G M M M= = ∂ + ∂ where the notation G  stands for the cardinality of the 
graph G. 
 
A maximum matching or a perfect matching of a given bipartite graph is not unique. In Figure 
2-5 all the possible perfect matchings (the maximum matchings are the same) of a simple 
bipartite graph are presented. 
 

 eq1 

eq2 

eq3 

eq1 

eq2 

eq3 

eq1 

eq2 

eq3 

var1 

var2 

var3 

var1

var2

var3

var1 

var2 

var3  
Figure 2-5. An example of a simple bipartite graph with all possible perfect matchings (there 
are 3 different matchings) marked by thick lines. 
 
We shall now present a structural decomposition algorithm that depends on vertex coverings 
for a bipartite graph associated with a simulation model. The algorithm is a result of 
(Dulmage and Mendelsohn 1963) and canonically decomposes any maximum matching of a 
bipartite graph into three distinct parts: over-constrained, under-constrained, and well-
constrained. Figure 2-6 presents a system of linear equations and its associated bipartite 
graph, where a possible maximum matching M is represented by the thick edges.  
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Figure 2-6. Dulmage-Mendelsohn’s canonical decomposition of a bipartite graph associated 
to an equation system. 

If we exchange all the edges that are included in the matching M with bi-directional edges and 
orient all other edges from equation nodes to variable nodes, then the following graph 
depicted in Figure 2-7 is obtained. 
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Figure 2-7. Oriented bipartite graph. 

The set of all nodes that are reachable from the free nodes are computed and the obtained sub-
graph is isolated after starting from the equation nodes that are not covered by the matching. 
Now we compute, in similar way, for the free variable nodes the set of all ancestors that sink 
into the free node and isolate the graph. The well-constrained sub-graph can further be 
decomposed by isolating and defining a partial order relation among the sub-graphs induced 
by its strongly connected components. This way the outcome of the Dulmage & Mendelsohn 
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will be an ordering variables and equations that will allow the sequential solving of the 
diagonal blocks obtained after permutation. By executing these steps we obtain the graph 
decomposition shown in Figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8. Canonical bipartite graph decomposition. 

While the perfect matching associated with a bipartite graph is not unique, the final 
decomposition into irreducible blocks is in fact unique.  
The Dulmage and Mendelsohn algorithm for canonical decomposition of bipartite graphs is 
shown below and results in three distinct sub-graphs: the over-, under- and well-constrained 
graph. Moreover, the algorithm decomposes the well-constrained part into irreducible 
components and establishes a partial order relation among them. 
 
Input:    A bipartite graph ),,( 21 EVVG = ; 

Output: Three subgraphs: well-constrained GW , over-constrained +k
GO  and under-constrained −k

GU  

Compute the maximum matching max
GM  of ),,( 21 EVVG = . 

Compute the directed graph ),,( 21 EVVG =  where E is obtained by replacing each edge that is included in 
max
GM  by two directed edges oriented from 1V  to 2V and from 2V  to 1V respectively, and orienting all other 

edges from 1V  to 2V . 

)}(),(|),()(),(|),{( maxmax
GG MEvuvuandMvuvuE εε −∈∈=  

Let +k
GO be the set of all descendants of the k sources of the directed graph G . +k

GO is the over-constrained 

subgraph of G induced on  

}|{ 1
1

*
21 MVusomeforGonvuVVv ∂−∈⎯→⎯∪∈  

Let −k
GU be the set of all ancestors of k sink of the directed graph G . −k

GU is the over-constrained subgraph of 

G induced on  

}|{ 2
2

*
21 MVusomeforGonuvVVv ∂−∈⎯→⎯∪∈  

Calculate −+ −−= k
G

k
GG UOGW . GW is obtained by deleting from G  all the vertices and edges of  +k

GO and 
−k

GU . 

Compute the strongly connected components GsS (s=1…n) of GW . 

Compute the subgraphs GsW  of GW  induced on GsS (s=1…n) 

Define the partial order on GsW (s=1…n) 

Define the partial order −+ k
GGs

k
G UWO ≺≺ for any s. 

Algorithm 2-1. Dulmage and Mendelsohn canonical decomposition. 
 
The over-constrained part: the number of equations in the system is greater than the number 
of variables. The additional equations are either redundant or contradictory and thus yield no 
solution. A possible error fixing strategy is to remove the additional over-constraining 
equations from the system in order to make the system well-constrained. Even if the 
additional equations would be soft constraints which means that they verify the solution of the 
equation system and are just redundant equations, they are reported as errors by the debugger 
because there is no way to verify the equation solution during static analysis without explicitly 
solving them.   
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The under-constrained part: the number of variables in the system is greater than the number 
of equations. A possible error fixing strategy would be to initialize some of the variables in 
order to obtain a well-constrained part or add additional equations to the system. 
Over and under-constrained situations can coexist in the same model. In the case of an over-
constrained model, the user would like to remove the over-constraining equations in a manner 
which is consistent with the original source code specifications to alleviate the model 
definition.  
The well-constrained part: the number of equations in the system is equal to the number of 
variables and therefore the mathematical system of equations is structurally nonsingular and it 
can be sent to a numerical solver. This part can further be decomposed into smaller solution 
subsets. A failure in decomposing the well-constrained part into smaller subsets means that it 
is a strongly connected component and has to be solved as it is. A failure in solving the well-
constrained part numerically means that no valid solution exists and there exists a numerical 
redundancy in the system.  
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3 Debugging Technique for Over-Constrained Systems of 
Equations 

In this chapter we present a debugging technique to address debugging of equation system 
that are not solvable because there are more equations than variables making the system over-
constrained. This whole chapter is cited from (Bunus 2004, p. 77-107). 

3.1 Introduction 
A typical problem that often appears in physical system modeling and simulation is when too 
many equations are specified in the model (More equations than variables), which makes the 
system unsolvable for the numerical solver. The method proposed in this chapter present a 
strategy for detecting over-constrained system and present a solution by identify the minimal 
set of equation that should be removed from the system to make the remaining set of 
equations solvable. The idea is to isolate the over-constrained part of the bipartite graph 
associated to the underlying system of equation and to perform reasoning based on specific 
properties of the specified sub-graphs. Efficient graph transformation, based on the semantic 
rules of the modeling languages are also performed on the sub-graph. Associated annotations 
of the equations derived from the modeling language semantics will be used to narrow down 
the exponentially solution possibilities. There will also often be multiple solutions to make the 
system of equations mathematically correct, but is not correct in a physical point of view 
therefore there is necessary for a human expert to select the proper solution. 

3.2 A Simple Electrical Circuit Model 
Simulation models can become quite large and complex, and can consist of several hundred 
thousand equations. But to make it easier to describe the debugging algorithms we going to 
present a simple model that’s will be reiterated many times in later chapter with the purpose 
of illustrating concepts of structural analysis.  
The simple electrical circuit model is a resistor connected in parallel with a sinusiodal voltage 
source. Figure 3-1 shows the modelica source code and its corresponding flattened system of 
equations, variables, parameters, and constants. This model is very useful because its keeps 
associated structural graphs to a minimum size and complexity, while illustrating interesting 
structural and debugging problems.  
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 connector  Pin 
  Voltage v; 
  Flow Current i; 
end  Pin; 
model 

  TwoPin   Pin p, n ; 
  Voltage v; 
  Current i; 
equation 
  
v = p.v - n.v; 0 = p.i + n.i; i = p.i 

end 
  TwoPin; 

model  Resistor 
  
extends 

  TwoPin; 
  
parameter  Real R; 

equation 
  
R*i = v; 

end  Resistor; 
model 

  VsourceAC 
  
extends 

  TwoPin; 
  
parameter 

  Real  VA=220; parameter 
  Real  f=50; 

  
protected 

  constant  Real PI=3.141592; equation 
  
v =VA*(sin(2*PI*f*time)); 

end 
  VsourceAC; 

model  Ground 
  Pin p ; 
equation 
  
p.v = 0 

end  Ground; 
model  Circuit 
  Resistor R1(R=10); VsourceAC AC; Ground G; 
equation 
  
connect (AC.p,R1.p); connect(R1.n,AC.n); 

  
connect ( AC.n,G.p); 

end  Circuit; 

 Flattened equations
1. R1.v = -R1.n.v + R1.p.v

2. 0 = R1.n.i + R1.p.i

3. R1.i = R1.p.i

4. R1.i*R1.R = R1.v

5. AC.v = -AC.n.v + AC.p.v

6. 0 = AC.n.i + AC.p.i

7. AC.i = AC.p.i

8. AC.v = AC.VA*Sin[2*time*AC.f*AC.PI]

9. G.p.v = 0

10. AC.p.v = R1.p.v

11. AC.p.i + R1.p.i = 0

12. R1.n.v = AC.n.v

13. AC.n.v = G.p.v

14. AC.n.i + G.p.i + R1.n.i = 0

Flattened Variables

1. R1.p.v 2. R1.p.i 3. R1.n.v

4. R1.n.i 5. R1.v 6. R1.i

7. AC.p.v 8. AC.p.i 9. AC.n.v

10. AC.n.i 11. AC.v 12. AC.i

13. G.p.v 14. G.p.i

Flattened Parameters
R1.R -> 10
AC.VA -> 220
AC.f -> 50

Flattened Constants
AC.PI -> 3.14159

 
Figure 3-1. Modelica source code of a simple simulation model and its corresponding 
flattened system of equations, variables, parameters and constants. 

From the flattened intermediate system of equations and variables the associated bipartite 
graph is derived and a perfect matching is found. The D&M decomposition will lead to a 
well-constrained part without any over- or under-constrained parts because there exists a 
perfect matching to the associated bipartite. Given the bipartite graph and a corresponding 
perfect matching, a directed graph is derived as shown in Figure 3-2 a). 

In Figure 3-2 b) the irreducible blocks with the dependencies are shown, which is obtained 
after executing an algorithm for detecting the strongly connected components in the obtained 
graph. The solution order of the equations can also be derived, as shown in Table 3-1 by the 
block lower triangular form of the adjacency matrix corresponding to the system of equations. 
It should be noted that the adjacency matrix easily can be mapped into a bipartite graph 
representation at the intermediate code level. But in the following sections we will use the 
bipartite graph representation because we believe it’s more expressive and useful for 
generating explanations of possible bug sources and locations than the adjacency matrix 
representation.  
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Figure 3-2. a) Directed graph associated with the simple electrical circuit and b) the 
corresponding decomposition into irreducible blocks containing one equation each. 
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eq9 X          
eq13 X X         
eq8   X        
eq5  X X X       
eq10    X X      
eq12  X    X      
eq1     X X X     
eq4      X X    
eq3       X X   
eq2        X X  
eq11        X  X 
eq6          X X
eq7          X X
eq14         X  X X

Table 3-1. Block Lower Triangular form of the equation system. 

3.3 Annotating Equations 
We will need annotations of equations in order to facilitate further analysis performed on the 
intermediate code level and to maintain a mapping between the source code level and the 
intermediate code level to be able to generate meaningful error messages. For annotating the 
equations we use a structure which resembles the one developed by (Flannery and Gonzalez 
1997). We define an annotated equation as a record with the following structure: 

< 
Equation, 
Name, 
Description, 
No. of associated equations,  
Class name 
Flexibility level, 
Connector generated, 
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No. of linked equations  
> 

 
An example of the annotations for an equation from the Resistor model in Figure 3-1 is given 
in Table 3-2. 
 

Attribute Value 
Equation R1.i * R1.R = R1.v 

Name “eq4” 
Description “Ohm’s Law for the resistor component” 
No. of associated eq 1 
Class Name “Resistor” 
Flexibility Level 3 
Connector generated No 
No. of linked equation 0 

Table 3-2. The structure of the annotated equation. 

 
The values defined by annotations are later used to choose the right error-fixing solution from 
a series of possible strategies.   
The Class Name says in which class the equation comes from. This annotation is useful to 
locating the associated class of the equation and therefore providing concise error message to 
the user. 
The No. of associated equations field defines the number of equation in the same model as the 
equation. In the example in Table 3-2 the No. of associated equations is equal to one because 
there is no other equation than R1.i * R1.R = R1.v. This is useful information during the 
debugging. As an example if the equation R1.i * R1.R = R1.v is diagnosed to be an over-
constraining equation and therefore needs to be eliminated, then the elimination is not 
possible because that would leave the Resistor class without any equation and that is invalid. 
Therefore other solutions need to be investigated. 
The Flexibility level, allows ranking of the relative importance of the equation in the overall 
flattened system of equations. The value can be in the range of 0 to 3, with 0 representing the 
most rigid equation and 3 the most flexible equation. Equations coming from the partial model 
and therefore are inherited by the final model, have a greater rigidity compared with equations 
defined in the final model. In practice, it turns out that the equations generated from 
connections are more rigid from constraint relaxation point of view than the equations 
specified inside the model. In conclusion, a maximum flexibility value will be defined for the 
equations in the final model followed by equations defined in partial classes and equations 
generated by the connect equations. 
The Connector generated is a Boolean attribute which tells if the equation is generated by a 
connect equation. Usually these equations have a very low flexibility level. 
The No. of linked equations attribute specifies how many other equations are linked to the 
current equation. Equations that come from connect equations and parent classes (such as 
TwoPin partial component) have this attribute greater than zero. Removing an intermediate 
equation with this attribute greater than zero will trigger the removal of additional 
intermediate equations equal to the number of linked equations. This is due to the fact that the 
only way to remove an intermediate equation is to remove the original source code that 
generated the intermediate equation. By doing this all the generated intermediate equations 
will be removed. 
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The annotation attributes are automatically initialized by the static analyzer, therefore the user 
does not need to manually annotate the source code. The mapping between the intermediate 
code and original declarative code is kept during the translation phases.  
 

3.4 Detecting Over-Constraining Equations 
Let us again examine the example in Figure 3-1 where an additional equation (i=23) is added 
in the Resistor model. This will make the system of equation over-constrained. The D&M 
canonical decomposition will get two sub-graphs: one well-constrained part WG and one over-
constrained part +1

GO as shown in Figure 3-3.  
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eq13 R1.n.v = AC.n.v 
eq14 AC.n.v = G.p.v 
eq15 AC.n.i + G.p.i + R1.n.i = 0 

var1 R1.p.v 
var2 R1.p.i 
var3 R1.n.v 
var4 R1.n.i 
var5 R1.v 
var6 R1.i 
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Figure 3-3. Canonical decomposition of an over-constrained system. 

 
We can in Figure 3-3 see that equation 11 is a free vertex because it is not included in the 
matching. Starting from eq11, a directed graph can be derived from the undirected bipartite 
graph of the over-constrained part, by exchanging the all edges in the matching into 
bidirectional edges and the other edges directed from equation to variable nodes, see Figure 
3-4.  
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Figure 3-4. A directed graph associated to the over-constrained part. 

 
Now the goal is to make the over-constrained part well-constrained, an immediate fix is to 
remove eq11. However, we first have to examine the annotations associated to that equation: 
 
<AC.p.v = R1.pv, "eq11","..description...", 3, "Circuit", 1, yes, 2> 
 
 Then we note that eq11 is generated by a connect equation and the only way to remove eq11 
is to remove the connect equation from the original source code. Removing a connect 
equation will remove two equations from the flattened model since connect equations expands 
into two equations, which is indicated by the No. of linked eqs = 2 attribute. We can also note 
that the flexibility level attribute is equal to one, which is extremely low. Therefore instead of 
removing the equation AC.p.v = R1.pv another solution need to be found.   

3.5 Over-Constrained Bipartite Graph Properties 
The general error fixing strategy in the case of over-constrained subsystems is to remove the 
extra equations. As we have seen in the previous example not all the over-constraining 
equations are possible to remove without causing further structural failures in the model 
description. Therefore several important criteria need to be developed based on the 
combinatorial properties of the over-constraining sub-graph and the filtering rules imposed by 
the modeling language semantics. 
 
Let ( )EVVG ,, 21=  be a bipartite graph and max

GM an associated maximum cardinality matching. 
The directed graph obtained after exchanging all matching edges in bidirectional edges and 
orienting all other edges from 1V  to 2V is ( )AVVG ,, 21=  where 

)}(),(|),(and)(),(|),{( MEvuvuMvuvuA εε −∈∈=  or described equivalently 
as )}(),(|),(and)(),(|),{( MuvuvGvuvuA εε ∈∈= . We denote by )(Gε the edge set of graph G. 
 
Defination 3-1: The removal of a node representing an equation from a given bipartite graph 
G with an associated maximum cardinality matching max

GM , is safe if: 
 
The corresponding undirected graph obtained after removing the node and its incident edges 
remains connected. 
The node is not covered by the considered maximum cardinality matching max

GM . 
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By the second criterion, it should be noted that only those nodes can be considered for 
removal that are not covered by the maximum cardinality matching. For this reason, those 
bipartite graphs which admit a perfect matching have no equation nodes in their structure that 
are safe to removal. The second criterion also restricts the nodes which are safe for removal to 
the free nodes contained in the over-constrained sub-graph +k

GO of G. Therefore we can extend 
Definition 3-1 to the family of all possible equation nodes that are safe to be removed by 
considering the family of all possible equation matchings. The following theorem can be 
formulated regarding the safety of equation nodes in +k

GO . 
 
Theorem 3-1: Any equation node v of the over-constraining sub-graph +1

GO corresponding to 
the bipartite graph G is safe for removal if by removing that equation and the corresponding 
incident edges incE(v) the remaining undirected graph is connected. 
 
For proof see (Bunus 2004).  
It should be noted that the notion of safe removal o equation nodes only refers to the bipartite 
representation of the intermediate code of the flattened set of equations. This is influenced by 
combinatorial properties of the bipartite graph. By including removal criteria derived from the 
semantics of the modeling language the notion of safe removal can further be extended to the 
modeling language source code. 
 

3.6 The safe Set of Over-Constraining Equations 
To describe the next step of the debugging procedure for the over-constrained system of 
equations we need to introduce several definitions regarding the particular equation subset 
which have special properties from the structural analysis point of view. 
 
Definition 3-2: The equivalent over-constrained equation set associated to an over-
constrained part of a system of equations is the set of equations {eq1, eq2, …, eqn} from where 
the elimination of any of the component equations will lead to a well-constrained system of 
equations and the associated undirected bipartite graph remains connected. 
 
Definition 3-3: The reduced equivalent over-constrained equation set is the subset of safe 
equations obtained from the equivalent over-constrained equations after the constraints 
derived from the language semantics have been applied. 
 
The reduced equivalent over-constrained equation set is computed by taking into account 
constraints that arise from the language semantics as those presented in Section 3.4. Based on 
the reduced equivalent over-constrained equation set the debugger can present the user several 
options to resolve the over-constrained conflicting situations. 

From the over-constrained part +1
GO resulting from the D&M decomposition, depicted in 

Figure 3-3, we can construct an algorithm to find the equivalent over-constrained equation set 
based on the associated directed graph of the over-constrained part. Below we present the 
algorithm for computing the set of equivalent over-constrained equations: 
 
Input:     The directed over-constrained graph +k

GO resulting after D&M decomposition applied to G. 

Output:   The reduced equivalent over-constraining equation set L. 

begin  

    Initialize L={};  
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    for each free node )( +∈ k
Gk Ovv  do 

        Construct a depth-first search tree T in +k
GO starting with the root vertex kv  

        for each node Tn ∈ do 

                 if 1n V∈ (n is an equation node) then 

                      - Hide n from +k
GO  and all the adjacent edges 

                      - Compute the number of strongly connected components strno of +k
GO . 

                      if 1==strno  then 

                           -  add n to L  

                      endif 

                      - Restore n  and all the adjacent edges 

               endif 

        end for 

    end for 

    Return the equivalent over-constraining equation set L. 

end 

Algorithm 3.1. Finding the equivalent over-constraining equations set 
 
The first step of Algorithm 3-1 will be to construct a search tree starting from the node not 
included in the maximum cardinality matching based on the over-constrained part given by 
the D&M decomposition. Then the algorithm will remove the equation node and it adjacent 
edges and check if the remaining graph is connected, if it is the equation is added to the 
equivalent over-constrained equation set. These steps will be performed on all the equations in 
the over-constrained part and the complete equivalent over-constrained equation set will be 
returned. According to Theorem 3-1 this set is guaranteed to always be safe.  
 

3.7 Annotation based filtering 
The equivalent over-constrained equation set can be reduced further by considering simple 
rules derived from the language semantics and captured by the simple annotation based 
filtering presented in Section 3.3. An algorithm for computing the reduced equivalent over-
constrained equation set is given by the Algorithm 3-2: 
 
Input:   The equivalent over-constrained equation set L  computed by Algorithm 3-1 

             The number of equations that need to be eliminated eln  

Output: The annotation based reduced equivalent over-constraining equation set redL . 

begin 

   for each equation node e L∈  do 

       get the annotation structure associated to the equation getAnnotation( )annot e=  

       if ( . elannot noOfLinkedEq n≤ ) then 

 if  ( . ! 1annot noOfAssociatedEq = )  then 

     add e  to redL  

        end if 

       end if 

   end for 

   return redL  

end 

Algorithm 3.2. Annotation based equation set reduction. 
 
The algorithm removes all the equations which have the value of the annotation number of 
linked equations greater than the degree of over-constraining of the whole system of equations 
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and it will remove all equations that alone define a model (the value of number of associated 
equations equal to one).  

For example, if the number of associated equations is equal to one this means that the 
equation is the only equation to define the behavior of the model. Removing one of these 
equations will invalidate the corresponding model component, which is probably not the 
intention of the modeler and therefore it can be safely discarded for removal. 

In our case the set of equivalent over-constraining equations is {eq11, eq13, eq10, eq5, 
eq9} with the associated annotations shown in Table 3-3. The equation node eq11 was already 
analyzed in Section 3.4 and can therefore be removed from the set. The equation node eq13 
can be removed with the same reasons as equation eq11. By analyzing the remaining 
equations {eq10, eq5, eq9}, one should note that they have the same flexibility level and 
therefore are candidates for elimination with the same probability. The equation nodes eq10 
and eq9 will be removed by the Algorithm 3.2 because they both have the number of 
associated equations equal to one. This leaves us with the equations node eq5, and by 
examining the annotations corresponding to the equation we can see that it can safely be 
eliminated because its flexibility level is high. Moreover, removing the equation will not 
invalidate the model since there is another equation defined inside the model indicated by the 
No. of associated equations field. After selecting the right equation for elimination the 
debugger can identify the associated class for the equation based on the annotation Class 
name. Having the class name and the intermediate equation form (R1.i = 23), the original 
equation can be reconstructed (i=23) to exactly indicate the equation to the user that needs to 
be removed to make the simulation model well-constrained. In this case the debugger 
correctly located the faulty equation previously introduced by us in the simulation model. 

 
Name Equation No. of 

assoc. 
eqs. 

Class name Flex. 
level 

Connector 
generated 

No. of 
linked 
eqs. 

eq11 AC.p.v = R1.p.v 3 Circuit 1 Yes 1 
eq13 R1.n.v = AC.n.v 3 Circuit 1 Yes 1 
eq10 G.p.v = 0 1 Ground 2 No 0 
eq5 R1.i = 23 2 Resistor 2 No 0 
eq9 AC.v = AC*VA* 

sin(2t*AC.f*AC.PI) 
1 VsourceAC 2 No 0 

Table 3-3. The associated annotations of the equivalent over-constraining equation set. 

 
When multiple valid error fixing solutions are possible and the debugger cannot decide which 
one to choose, a ranked list of solution is presented to the user for further analysis and 
decision. In those cases the user have to take the final decision, as the debugger cannot know 
or does not have enough information to decide which equation is over-constraining. The 
advantage of this approach is that the debugger automatically identifies and solves several 
anomalies in the declarative simulation model specification without having to execute the 
system. 

3.8 Higher degrees of Over-Constraining 
This section describes how the algorithms from the previous sections are modified when 
multiple free nodes are present in the over-constrained graph. 

We construct a simple electric circuit model by connecting two resistors in parallel with a 
voltage source as shown in Figure 3-5. The Modelica definition of the Ground, VsourceAC 
and Resistor is reused from the previous example. The TwoPin class is modified by 
introducing an additional over-constraining equation (i=10) in the model definition. This 
extra equation will be inherited by all classes which extend the TwoPin class. Therefore each 
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instance of Resistor and VsourceAC models will contribute to one extra over-constraining 
equation to the final flattened system of equations.  
 
 

R1 R2 AC 

G 

model TwoPin 
   Pin p,n; 
   Real v,i; 
equation 
   v = p.v - n.v;
   0 = p.i + n.i;
   i = p.i; 
   i = 10; 
end TwoPin  

Figure 3-5. Electric circuit model with two resistors connected in parallel with a voltage 
source. An additional equation is introduced in the TwoPin class. 

 
During model translation the flattened set of equations corresponding to the simulation model 
is derived (shown in Table 3-4) and the associated bipartite graph G is constructed. The 
flattened model corresponding to the simple electrical circuit now contains three extra over-
constraining equations. Therefore, there equation vertices are not covered by a maximum 
matching. 

By choosing an arbitrary maximum cardinality matching and performing a D&M canonical 
decomposition the over-constrained sub-graph +3

GO as depicted in Figure 3-6 is obtained. The 
maximum cardinality matching leaves three vertices corresponding to the equations eq9, eq17 
and eq18 uncovered. 

 
eq1 R1.v = -R1.n.v+R1.p.v var1 R1.p.v 
eq2 0 = R1.n.i+R1.p.i var2 R1.p.i 
eq3 R1.i = R1.p.i var3 R1.n.v 
eq4 R1.i = 10 var4 R1.n.i 
eq5 R1.i*R1.R =R1.v var5 R1.v 
eq6 R2.v =-R2.n.v+R2.p.v var6 R1.i 
eq7 0 = R2.n.i+R2.p.i var7 R2.p.v 
eq8 R2.i = R2.p.i var8 R2.p.i 
eq9 R2.i = 10 var9 R2.n.v 
eq10 R2.i*R2.R = R2.v var10 R2.n.i 
eq11 AC.v = -AC.n.v+AC.p.v var11 R2.v 
eq12 0 = AC.n.i+AC.p.i var12 R2.i 
eq13 AC.i = AC.p.i var13 AC.p.v 
eq14 AC.i = 10 var14 AC.p.i 
eq15 AC.v = AC.VA*sin[2*time*AC.f*AC.PI] var15 AC.n.v 
eq16 G.p.v = 0 var16 AC.n.i 
eq17 AC.p.v = R1.p.v var17 AC.v 
eq18 R1.p.v = R2.p.v var18 AC.i 
eq19 AC.p.i+R1.p.i+R2.p.i = 0 var19 G.p.v 
eq20 R1.n.v = R2.n.v var20 G.p.i 
eq21 R2.n.v = AC.n.v   
eq22 AC.n.v = G.p.v   
eq23 AC.n.i+G.p.i+R1.n.i+R2.n.i = 0   

Table 3-4. Flat form of the equations corresponding to the over-constrained electrical circuit 
model from Figure 3-5. 

 
Following the sets of the D&M canonical decomposition by starting from the free vertices, all 
the descendents can be computed. Each free vertex induces an over-constrained sub-graph. 
This over-constrained sub-graph may contain cycles as well. In the example from Figure 3-6 
the over-constrained sub-graph is a tree and only contains alternating path starting from the 
free equation nodes. 
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Three equation needs to be eliminated form the over-constrained sub-graph in order to 
make it well-constrained. One equation needs to be eliminated from each over-constrained 
part +1

1GO , +1
2GO  and +1

3GO (see Figure 3-8). 
The following equations are included in the over-constraining sets: 
 
{eq9, eq8, eq19, eq3, eq13, eq14}∈  ν( +1

1GO ) 
{eq18, eq6, eq10, eq8, eq19, eq3, eq13, eq14, eq1, eq20, eq21, eq22, eq16, eq5, eq4}∈  
ν( +1

2GO ) 
{eq17, eq1, eq20, eq21, eq22, eq16, eq5, eq4, eq11, eq15}∈  ν( +1

3GO ) 
 
The set of safe over-constraining equations associated with each over-constrained sub-graph 
can be computed using Algorithm 3-1. We obtain following reduced set of equation nodes: 
 
{eq9, eq3, eq14}∈  ν( +1

1GO ) 
{eq18, eq3, eq14, eq20, eq21, eq16, eq4}∈  ν( +1

2GO ) 
{eq17, eq20, eq21, eq16, eq4, eq15}∈  ν( +1

3GO ) 
 
It should be noted at this stage that there are multiple choices for elimination. As we already 
mentioned one equation node needs to be eliminated for each over-constraining sub-graph. 
Presenting this information to the user with the list of safe equations is unfeasible at this stage 
due to the large number of combinations.  
 
 

eq16 

eq20 

eq21 

eq22 

var9 

var15 

var19 

var3 

eq18 eq17

var7 var1 var13

eq6 eq1 eq11

var5 var17var11 

eq10 eq5 eq15eq9 

var12 var6

var8 

var2 var14 

var18 

eq4 eq8 

eq13 eq3 

eq14 

eq19 

R1.i = R1.p.i 

AC.i = 10 

G.p.v = 0 
0

R1.i = 10

R2.i = 10 

R1.p.v = R2.p.v AC.p.v = R1.p.v

R1.n.v = R2.n.v 

R2.n.v = AC.n.v 

AC.v = AC.VA* 
sin[2*time*AC.f*AC.PI] 

 
Figure 3-6. The over-constrained directed graph. 
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All the possible combinations that can be scheduled for elimination are represented by the 
following graph where at top we have the equations which are included in +1

1GO , in the middle 
the middle the equation nodes from +1

2GO  and at the bottom equations from +1
3GO . If three nodes 

(one from each subset) are linked together with edges, this means that it constitutes a valid set 
that can be considered for elimination. 
 eq9 eq3 eq14

eq18 eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4

eq17 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15  
Figure 3-7. The possible elimination combinations. 

 
It should be noted that some equation appear in more than one safe equation set. For example 
eq3 appears in the safe equation set associated to the sub-graphs +1

1GO  and +1
2GO . This means that 

eq3 can be made a free vertex by exchanging matching edges with non-matching edges along 
the path eq9 → eq3∈ +1

1GO  or eq18 → eq3∈ +1
2GO . 

If eq3 is scheduled for elimination from the sub-graph +1
1GO  it cannot be scheduled again for 

elimination form sub-graph +1
2GO , even though it is present in the subset. Moreover, if eq3 is 

scheduled for elimination from sub-graph +1
1GO , this will also affect the elimination of node 

eq14 from sub-graph +1
2GO . The operation of exchanging the non-matching edges with 

matching edges along the path eq9 → eq3∈ +1
1GO  will affect the path eq18 → eq14∈ +1

2GO  
isolating eq14. Therefore eq14 cannot be selected any more for elimination from +1

2GO even it 
previously had a valid alternating path to the free node eq18. 
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R1.i = R1.p.i 
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var5 var11 

eq10 eq5 

var12 var6 

var8 

var2 var14 

var18 

eq4 eq8 

eq13 eq3 

eq14 

eq19 

R1.i = R1.p.i 

AC.i = 10 

G.p.v = 0 
 

R1.i = 10

R1.p.v = R2.p.v

R1.n.v = R2.n.v

R2.n.v = AC.n.v

 

eq16 

eq20 

eq21 

eq22 

var9 

var15

var19

var3 

eq17 

var1 var13

eq1 eq11 

var5 var17

eq5 eq15 

var6 

eq4 

G.p.v = 0

R1.i = 10

AC.p.v = R1.p.v

R1.n.v = R2.n.v

R2.n.v = AC.n.v

 
Figure 3-8. The +1

1GO , +1
2GO and +1

3GO  and components of the +3
GO over-constrained sub-graph. 
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The previous example had demonstrated that a mechanism to quickly check if a certain 
equation subsets can constitute a safe removal set is needed. The following section introduces 
a special graph structure which captures the dependencies among the equations. We also 
present an algorithm that verifies the validity of certain equation subsets. 

3.9 Alternating Paths Dependency Graphs 
In order to illustrate the path selection algorithm and to show the dependencies among the 
over-constraining variables, the set of over-constraining equation associated with each over-
constrained sub-graph is expanded to a set of paths where equation element is replaced with a 
path from the free equation to itself. The path is further expanded with a cut variable which is 
the first shared variable node along two considered paths. For example, considering the path 
eq9 → e3∈ +1

1GO  and eq18 → eq14∈ +1
2GO  the first common variable node which is included in 

both paths is var12. So including the cut variable the path eq9 → e3∈ +1
1GO  becomes eq9 → 

var12 → e3∈ +1
1GO . The list of all cut variables node {var12, var1, var9, var15} associated with 

+1
GO can be computed and used to expand the path sets as depicted in Figure 3-9. 

 
 

var12 var1 var9 var15 

eq9 eq18 eq17 

eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15 

Free equation 
nodes 

Cut variables

Safe equation 
nodes 

 
Figure 3-9. Shortened representation of the alternating paths. 

 
This new set of path is called shortened representation of the alternating paths and will be 
used for the further computation of equation eliminations. Let us consider the elimination of 
eq3 from the set of safe equations included in +1

1GO  using the above mentioned representation 
graph. In order to safely eliminate eq3 all matching edges must be exchanged to non-matching 
edges along the path from the free equation node eq9 and eq3. This will affect all edges 
common to the modified path and make the safe nodes unreachable from the free equation 
nodes. Therefore all edges incident to eq3 can be eliminated. We then follow the chosen path 
backwards to the cut variable var12. All edges incident with the node var12 will also be 
eliminated. Now we follow the path backwards again where we reach the free equation node 
and all the incident edges to the free node are removed as well. An edge between the free 
equation node and the chosen safe equation is drawn to indicate that the equation node eq3 is 
made a free equation instead of equation eq9 as shown in Figure 3-10 a). It should also be 
noted that the equation node eq14 has been unreachable for all free nodes. 

In the next step another safe equation must be selected from the over-constrained sub-
graph +1

2GO . Equation node eq3 has already been selected for elimination in sub-graph +1
1GO  and 

the equation node eq14 is not reachable any more. Let us choose the equation eq21 for 
elimination, the same process as described above is done along the path eq18 → var9 → eq21. 
All edges incident with nodes eq21, eq18 and var9 is eliminated from the graph together with 
the cut variable var9. Next and final step is to choose one equation for elimination from the 
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last sub-graph +1
3GO  and do the same elimination process by following the alternating path 

backwards and remove the edges together with the cut variable. We might choose eq4 for 
elimination, which is available along the path eq17 → var1 → eq4 as depicted in Figure 3-10 
b). Then we finally obtain the graph shown in Figure 3-10 c). 

It should be noted that the safe equation chosen for elimination above was arbitrarily 
selected for illustrating the functionality of the path graph reduction algorithm. All the 
possible combinations of the three equations need to be considered by the debugger when 
generating error-fixing solutions.  
 

var1 var9 var15

eq9 eq18 eq17

eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15

Free equation
nodes

Cut variables

Safe equation
nodes

a) 

 

var1 var15

eq9 eq18 eq17

eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15

Free equation
nodes

Cut variables

Safe equation
nodes

b) 

 
eq9 eq18 eq17

eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15

Free equation
nodes

Cut variables

Safe equation
nodes

c) 

 
Figure 3-10. Transformation of the shortened alternating path graph by choosing a) eq3 b) eq3 
and eq21 c) eq3, eq21 and eq4 for elimination. 

 
By checking each possible combination, the graph from Figure 3-7 can be reduced. The 
resulting reduced graph which still has a high complexity is shown in Figure 3-11. 
 
 eq9 eq3 eq14

eq18 eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4

eq17 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15  
Figure 3-11. Reduced graph of safe nodes combinations. 
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3.10 Filtering with Constraint Rules Extracted from Language Semantics 
By Algorithm 3-1 and considering the structural information regarding the over-constrained 
sub-graph, the number of possible combinations of safe nodes has been reduced. There are 
still too many combinations of safe equations. Presenting them to the user at this stage is not 
useful. These combinations represent the error fixing solutions at the flattened intermediate 
code level. However, the user has only the possibility of making modifications at the source 
code level. Many of the possible combinations are impossible to get by applying atomic 
changes to the original source code. Therefore a filtering mechanism to remove invalid 
solutions from the language point of view is needed. 

Let us consider the mapping between the original Modelica source code and the generated 
intermediate form of the flattened equations shown in Figure 3-12. In Figure 3-12 only the 
relevant statements from the original Modelica code that directly generate the intermediate 
form are shown. Model definitions, variable declarations and other language constructs that 
are irrelevant for our explanatory purpose have been intentionally eliminated. Only equations 
including connect equations have been kept. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-12. Correspondence between the Modelica source code and the corresponding 
generated set of flattened equations. Safe equations are represented with a shaded background. 

 
Until now the over-constraining detection algorithm only works on the intermediate form of 
the equations. However, only fixing strategies that can operate on the original language 
constructs can be considered. 

The safe equations which are also present in the shortened alternating path are emphasized 
with a shaded background in Figure 3-12. As was mentioned earlier, three equations from the 
set of safe equation nodes need to be eliminated. Therefore, any further analysis can be 
performed on this set and on the associated shortened alternating path. The correspondence 
graph in Figure 3-12 can only be simplified by taking into account the set of safe equation 
nodes and the original source code statements from which the flattened equations were 
generated. Those original code statements that generate intermediate equations that are 
outside the set of safe equations can be discarded from the graph. The simplified form of the 
correspondence graph is given below: 

 Flattened Equations 
 

eq1 R1.v=-R1.n.v+R1.p.v 
eq2 0=R1.n.i+R1.p.i 
eq3 R1.i=R1.p.i 
eq4 R1.i=10 
eq5 R1.i R1.R=R1.v 
eq6 R2.v=-R2.n.v+R2.p.v 
eq7 0=R2.n.i+R2.p.i 
eq8 R2.i=R2.p.i 
eq9 R2.i=10 
eq10 R2.i*R2.R=R2.v 
eq11 AC.v=-AC.n.v+AC.p.v 
eq12 0=AC.n.i+AC.p.i 
eq13 AC.i=AC.p.i 
eq14 AC.i=10 
eq15 AC.v=AC.VA*sin[2*PI*f*time) 
eq16 G.p.v=0 
eq17 AC.p.v=R1.p.v 
eq18 R1.p.v=R2.p.v 
eq19 AC.p.i+R1.p.i+R2.p.i=0 
eq20 R1.n.v=R2.n.v 
eq21 R1.n.v=AC.n.v 
eq22 AC.n.v=G.p.v 
eq23 AC.n.i+G.p.i+R1.n.i+R2.n.i=0 

Modelica source code 
 
v = p.v - n.v; 
 
0 = p.i + n.i; 
 
i = p.i; 
 
i = 10; 
 
R*i = v; 
 
v = VA*(sin(2*PI*f*time)) 
 
p.v = 0; 
 
connect(AC.p,R1.p); 
 
connect(R1.n,AC.n); 
 
connect(R1.p,R2.p); 
 
connect(R1.n,R2.n); 
 
connect(AC.n,G.p); 
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eq9 

eq18

eq17

eq3 

eq14

eq20

eq21

eq16

eq4 

eq15 Safe equation 
nodes

i=10 

connect(R1.p,R2.p) 

connect(R1.n,AC.n) 

v=VA*(sin(2*PI*f*time)) 

connect(R1.n,R2.n) 

connect(AC.p,R1.p) 

i=p.i 

p.v=0 

eq8 

eq13

eq19

eq23  
Figure 3-13. Reduced correspondence graph between the original source code and the 
generated set of flattened equations. 

 
As can be seen in the Figure 3-13 we have only kept those statements in the original source 
code that generate at least one equation in the reduced set of equations. Only these statements 
can be manipulated by the user with help of atomic changes performed in the original source 
code. 

Let us now analyze the equations: eq4, eq9 and eq14. They were obtained by inheritance 
from the original equation i=10 in the TwoPin class. By eliminating the original source code 
statement, though using atomic change, all three equations will be removed form the flattened 
intermediate form. Any attempt to only eliminate one of the equations will not succeed. In 
conclusion, all the incident edges with the nodes that represent eq4, eq9 or eq14 in the graph 
from Figure 3-11 that includes a node which is not among them can safely be removed. 
Inheriting the equation i=p.i will generated three equations eq3, eq8 and eq13 in the 
intermediate code and only eq3 is among the safe equations. It should be noted that removing 
eq3 is only possible by removing i=p. However, the removal of i=p.i will trigger the 
eliminations of two additional equations which are not members of the safe equation set. 
Therefore eq3 cannot be considered for elimination and all the incident edges with eq3 in the 
graph of Figure 3-11 can be removed. For the same reason all incident edges with eq17, eq18, 
eq20 and eq21 can also be removed from the graph that represents the valid combinations.  
After performing all the simplifications we obtain the graph of Figure 3-14 that only contains 
edges linking eq4, eq9 and eq14 equation nodes. This means that the user can eliminate the 
statement i=10 from the TwoPin component in the original source code. This statement was 
exactly the additional statement introduced at the beginning of this analysis in order to over-
constrain the simulation model.  
 
 eq9 eq3 eq14 

eq18 eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4

eq17 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15  
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Figure 3-14. The simplified graph denoting the possible equation node combinations that can 
be scheduled for elimination. 

 
By removing eq9, eq14 and eq4, the over-constrained graph from Figure 3-6 become a well-
constrained graph as illustrated below: 
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Figure 3-15. Well-constrained graph obtained after elimination of three over-constraining 
equations. 

 
The same over-constraining final effect and the same form of flattened intermediate code can 
be achieved by over-constraining each class derived from TwoPin instead of over-
constraining the parent class itself with an extra equation. In conclusion the classes Resistor, 
and VsourceAC will get an extra equation i=10 each. The generated flattened form to the 
equations will be the same and therefore only the last part of the error fixing algorithm is 
responsible for detecting and providing the user the right solution. The graph from Figure 
3-13 will be changed and is presented in Figure 3-16. 
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Figure 3-16. The reduced corresponding graph when the Resistor and VsourceAC components 
are over-constrained. 
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By reasoning based on the semantic language constraints, we obtain the following graph that 
represents the valid combinations as depicted in Figure 3-17. There is however an additional 
constraint that eq9 and eq4 should be selected together (they cannot appear independently in 
the selection set) as represented by dashed line in Figure 3-17. For example {eq9,eq16,eq15} 
is not a valid elimination set due to this constraint. 
 
 eq9 eq3 eq14

eq18 eq3 eq14 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4

eq17 eq20 eq21 eq16 eq4 eq15  
Figure 3-17. Possible equation combinations scheduled for elimination (eq9 and eq4 
connected by dashed line must be selected together). 

 
The following equation sets can be selected for elimination: 
 

• {eq9,eq14,eq4} by eliminating i=10 from the Resistor component and i=10 from 
VsourceAC component. 

• {eq9,eq14,eq4} by eliminating i=10 from the Resistor component and p.v=0 from 
Ground component. 

• {eq9,eq14,eq4} by eliminating i=10 from the Resistor component and 
v=VA*sin(2*PI*f*time) from VsourceAC component. 

• {eq9,eq14,eq4} by eliminating i=10 and v=VA*sin(2*PI*f*time) from 
VsourceAC component, p.v=0 from the Ground component. 

 
The option set can be further reduced, by using the equation annotations from Section 3.3 and 
reasoning based on the attached annotations. It can easily be seen that equation eq16 (p.v=0) 
from Ground component cannot be eliminated because it is the only equation that defines the 
behavior of this component. In conclusion, after performing all the filtering algorithms and 
including the filtering based on the equation annotations, the debugger will, for this particular 
example, present the following message to the user depicted in Figure 3-18. 
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Figure 3-18. Debugger output for the simple Circuit model when Resistor and VsourceAC 
classes are over-constrained. 

 
 
  

ERROR!!! 
Over-constrained situation detected in model Circuit. 
No. of equations = 23 
No. of variables = 20 
General debugging options: Level 1 
Secondary debugging options: Level 1 
 
equation elimination (most probable solutions) 
solution 1: 
   in model Resistor remove equation i = 10 
   in model VSourceAC remove equation i = 10 
solution 2: 
   in model Resistor remove equation i = 10 
   in model VSourceAC remove equation v = VA * sin(2 * PI * f * time) 
 
annotation based filtering of solutions (highly improbable).  
solution 3: 
   in model Resistor remove equation i = 10 
   in model Ground remove equation p.v = 0 
solution 4: 
   in model Ground remove equation p.v = 0 
   in model VSourceAC remove equation i = 10 
                remove equation v = VA * sin(2 * PI * f * time) 
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4 Implementation of the Debugger for Over-Constrained 
Systems of Equations 

Overview: In this chapter the implementation of the debugging algorithms described in 
Chapter 3 is covered. We start with an overview of the implementation of the debugger, after 
which we present the implementation of the equation annotations. Finally the implementation 
of all debugging algorithms is presented. A simple electrical circuit model of higher degree of 
over-constraining for explainer purpose is used and followed through each step in the 
debugging process. 

4.1 Debugger Overview 
The first step to be able to implement the debugging algorithms is to add the debugging 
information, i.e. the annotations for the equations in the model. The annotation structure was 
implemented in module DAE and set to the DAE equation record. Most of the gathering and 
setting of the equations’ annotations is made in module Inst, where the instantiation of the 
model is made and the DAE equation representation is generated. Next in module DAELow 
the DAE is simplified into the DAELow representation and the equations and debug 
annotations are gathered in separated array structures with the same size, so the index in each 
array is related. If the system of equations is over-constrained the debugging is handled in the 
added module EquationDebugger where all algorithms and functions to handle the debugging 
are implemented (described in Chapter 3), and one or more solutions will be presented to the 
user. 
 
To be able to debug a model through the OpenModelica compilers interactive interface, the 
function debugModel is implemented in the Ceval module. Then the user can debug a model 
by calling the interactive function debugModel using OMShell. 

 
function debugModel 
... 
p = SCode.elaborate(ast); 
dae = inst.instantiateClass(p,className); 
dlow = DAELow.lowerWithoutSorting(dae); 
dlow_1 = EquationDebugger.equationDebug(dlow); 
... 
end debugModel 

 
Some of the module connections and data flows in the OpenModelica compiler are presented 
in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1. Some module connections and data flows in OpenModelica compiler. Source: 
(Fritzson et al. 2008). 

 
The parser generates abstract syntax (Absyn) which is converted to the simplified (SCode) 
intermediate form. The code instantiation module (Inst) calls Lookup to find name in the 
environment. It also generates the DAE equation representation which is simplified by 
DAELow. The Ceval module performs compile-time or interactive expression evaluation and 
return values. The Static module performs static semantics and type checking. The DAELow 
module performs BLT sorting and index reduction (Fritzson et al. 2008).  
 

4.2 Equation annotations, debugging information 
The equation annotations described in Section 3.3 has to be implemented in order to get the 
debugging information for the equation system, which is needed for the debugging 
algorithms. That leads to a lot of changes in the code that has to be added all around in the 
OpenModelica compiler.   

First the record for the debugging information is added in the module DAE. 
 

record DEBUGINFO 
    Absyn.Path className; // Name of the class the equation is in 
    Integer numOfAssociatedEqs; // Number of associated equations 
    Boolean connectorGenerated; //true the equation is generated  
                                // by a connector 
    Integer numOfLinkedEqs; // number of linked equations 
    Integer FlexibilityLevel; // not implemented 
    Integer srcId; // id for the equation in the source code 
end DEBUGINFO; 

 
An optional record of DEBUGINFO is added to the record DAE.EQUATION. 
 

record EQUATION "Scalar equation" 
    Exp.Exp exp; 
    Exp.Exp scalar ; 
    Option<DebugInfo> debugInfo;  
end EQUATION; 
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This contributes to the fact that wherever the record DAE.EQUATION is matched (in 
matchcontinue) or returned, the field debugInfo has to be added so that the debugging 
information will not be lost. Most of the fields in the DEBUGINFO record are set in the 
module Inst during instantiation phase of the classes in the model, usually called 
flattening/elaboration. It is very time-consuming and tricky to get and maintain all the 
debugging information due to the complexity of the flattening process. 

As maybe noticed a new annotation source identification is added, this is necessary for the 
implementation of the debugging algorithms handling the filtering of constraint rules 
extracted from the language semantics described in Section 3.10. It is also used for calculating 
the number of linked equations. The description annotation was removed.  
The field srcid is generated when the abstract syntax (Absyn) is converted to the simplified 
intermediate form (SCode) because it has the same structure as the source code, unlike the 
DAE structure. The source id is added to the SCode module record EQ_EQUALS in the 
uniontype EEquation. The source id is an integer generated by the function tick that returns 
a unique integer. It is then passed over to the DAE.EQUATION debuginfo field in the 
instantiation phase, therefore the equations in different instances but from the same source 
code equation will have the same source id. One exception is the connect equations; their 
source id is generated when the equations are generated from the connection sets in the 
function Connect.equations. This way less changes to the structure has to be made.  
To get the number of associated equations the function countEqs is implemented. The class 
list of SCode.EQUATIONS and its environment are passed as input to the function 
countEqs. The list is then traversed and the relevant SCode.EQ_EQUALS records are 
counted, which means that not all SCode.EQUALS are counted. For example a conditional 
expression such as if-else only counts the number of equations in one of the branches, because 
the number of equations has to be the same for all branches according to the Modelica 
specification. 
The class name is taken from the environment of the class that the equations are instantiated 
from. 
The flexibility level field is set to 3 as default for all equations, except the equations generated 
from a connector equation where the flexibility level is set to 1. But the implemented 
algorithms do not use the flexibility level explicitly. 
Connect generated equations field is set to false as default for all equations, except for the 
equations generated from a connection set for which it is set to true.  
The function debugInfoLinkedEqs is implemented in the module EquationDebugger for 
setting the number of linked equations. It takes a list of DAE.DebugInfo as argument, and 
returns the list with the updated number of linked equation debugging information field. To 
calculate the number of linked equations we use the source id, due to the number of linked 
equations being the same as the number of equations with the same source id for an equation. 
So the function extracts the source ids for all equations and counts all source ids with the 
same value and then sets number of linked equations to the calculated value minus one (it 
self). The debugInfoLinkedEqs function is called after the instantiation phase when the 
DAE equation representation is simplified into the DAELow representation in the function 
DAELow.lowerWithOutSorting. 

Below we describe where and how the debugging information is gathered during the 
instantiation phase in the module Inst. A simplified overview of the function call flow in the 
module Inst is shown in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2. Inst module function call flow simplified. 

 
To be able to set the correct debugging information for all DAE.EQUATION when they are 
generated/set, the debugging information have to be gathered and passed down to the function 
makeDaeEquation where the DAE.EQUATION is built because it is not possible to gather 
all the information in this function alone.  

The instantiation starts by calling the function instantiateClass with the top level 
class (Circuit for the example in Section 4.3).  In the function instClass the DAE for the 
connector generated equations are constructed by using the function equations in Connect 
module. The function equations and its corresponding functions were rewritten to take and 
add the debugging information. The function equations take as additional arguments the 
class name gotten from environment and the number of associated equations generated from 
the function getNumEqInClass (which uses the countEqs function to count the equation in 
the class). The source id is set by using the function tick and the flexibility level is set to 1 
(low flexibility). 

In the function instClassDef the function instList is used to traverse the list of 
SCode.EQUATION by calling the function instEquation for all equations in the class and 
the extended classes. To be able to pass the debugging information gathered for the equations, 
we make a list of tuples with the SCode.EQUATION element and its corresponding 
debugging information and rewrite instEquation to take the tuple instead of only the 
SCode.EQUATION.  Thereafter the debugging information is added as argument to the other 
functions called below. Then in the function instEquationCommon the source id from 
SCode.EQ_EQUALS is matched/taken and set to its debugging information. The same thing 
is done with the instEEquations function to traverse the equations in for-loops and if-
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equations. In the function instClassDef the class name is taken from the environment and 
the number of associated equations is calculated by using the function countEqs. To build 
the list of tuples we implemented the function listElementToTuple1 in the Util module 
which takes the class list of SCODE equations and a debugging information record to add to 
each tuple. The debugging information will contain the Class name and the number of 
associated equations, the rest of the annotations will be set to default values as seen below. 
 

debugTupleList = Util.listElementToTuple1(SCodeEqs, 
         DAE.DEBUGINFO(classPath, 
         numOfAssoEqs, 
         false, /*default*/ 
         0,/*default*/ 
         3,/*default*/ 
         0/*default*/));   

 
If the class had any extended classes, the SCode equations for those class/es was/were 
gathered by the instExtendsList function. But we replaced it with the function 
instExtendsDebugInfoList that will generate and return a list of tuples as described 
above instead. 
Finally when the function makeDaeEquation is reached for all equations, the corresponding 
debugging information record with all annotations set is added to the DAE equation record. 

Now all the equation annotations are set except the number of linked equations. The 
number of linked equations are set and calculated as described above with the function 
debugInfoLinkedEqs in the EquationDebugger module. The function 
debugInfoLinkedEqs is then called when the DAE equation representation is simplified by 
DAELow. This is done in the function lower in DAELow module where the equations and 
debugging information are gathered in separated array structures with the same size, so the 
index in each array is related. The function lower also sorts the array of equations so the 
algebraic equations is put first and the differentiated equations last. This will make the array 
indexes for the equations and the debugging information unrelated to each other. Therefore 
the function lowerWithOutSorting that will not perform the sorting algorithm is 
implemented and will only be used when performing the debugging. It should be noted that 
the DAELow record contains more information than just the equations and debugging 
information, but only the equations and debugging information are of interest for the 
debugging of over-constrained systems. 

4.3 Implementation of the debugging algorithms  
The over-constrained model that will be used as example though this chapter is the same as 
described at the end of Section 3.10, and is a model of higher degree of over constraining. 
One extra equation is added in both the Resistor and VsourceAC class, i=10 respectively 
i=10.  This will contribute to three extra equations to the system of equations, one equation 
from the VsourceAC class and two equations from the two instances of the Resistor class. The 
code with the extra equations is shown in Figure 4-3 and the flattened equations and variables 
in Table 4-1. Flattened equations and variables.. The annotations for all equations are shown 
in Table 4-2. 
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Figure 4-3. Modelica source code of a simple electrical model consisting of two resistors 
connected in parallel with a continuous voltage source. The Resistor and VsourceAC 
component are over-constrained by one extra equation (i=10). 

 
eq1 R1.R * R1.i = R1.v var1 G.p.i 
eq2 R1.i = 10.0 var2 G.p.v 
eq3 R1.v = R1.p.v - R1.n.v var3 AC.i 
eq4 0.0 = R1.p.i + R1.n.i var4 AC.v 
eq5 R1.i = R1.p.i var5 AC.n.i 
eq6 R2.R * R2.i = R2.v var6 AC.n.v 
eq7 R2.i = 10.0 var7 AC.p.i 
eq8 R2.v = R2.p.v - R2.n.v var8 AC.p.v 
eq9 0.0 = R2.p.i + R2.n.i var9 R2.i 
eq10 R2.i = R2.p.i var10 R2.v 
eq11 AC.v = AC.VA * sin(6.28 * AC.f * time) var11 R2.n.i 
eq12 AC.i = 10.0 var12 R2.n.v 
eq13 AC.v = AC.p.v - AC.n.v var13 R2.p.i 
eq14 0.0 = AC.p.i + AC.n.i var14 R2.p.v 
eq15 AC.i = AC.p.i var15 R1.i 
eq16 G.p.v = 0.0 var16 R1.v 
eq17 R2.p.i + R1.p.i + AC.p.i = 0.0 var17 R1.n.i 
eq18 R2.p.v = R1.p.v var18 R1.n.v 
eq19 R1.p.v = AC.p.v var19 R1.p.i 
eq20 R1.n.i + R2.n.i + AC.n.i + G.p.i = 0.0 var20 R1.p.v 
eq21 R1.n.v = R2.n.v   
eq22 R2.n.v = AC.n.v   
eq23 AC.n.v = G.p.v     

model Resistor 
   extends TwoPin; 
   parameter Real R; 
equation 
   R*i = v; 
   i = 10; 
end Resistor; 
 
model VsourceAC 
   extends TwoPin; 
   parameter Real VA = 220; 
   parameter Real f = 50; 
   protected constant Real PI = 3.14; 
equation 
   v = VA * sin(2*PI*f*time); 
   i = 10; 
end VsourceAC; 
 
model TwoPin 
   Pin p,n; 
   Real v,i; 
equation 
   v = p.v - n.v; 
   0 = p.i + n.i; 
   i = p.i; 
end TwoPin; 
 

connector Pin 
   Real v; 
   flow Real i; 
end Pin; 
 
model Ground 
   Pin p; 
equation 
   p.v = 0; 
end Ground; 
 
model Circuit 
   Resistor R1(R=10); 
   Resistor R2(R=10); 
   VsourceAC AC; 
   Ground G; 
equation 
   connect(R2.p,R1.p); 
   connect(R1.n,R2.n); 
   connect(AC.n,G.p); 
   connect(R1.n,AC.n); 
   connect(R1.p,AC.p); 
end Circuit; 
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Table 4-1. Flattened equations and variables. 

 
Name No. of 

assoc. eqs. 
Class name Flex. 

Level 
Connector 
Generated

No. of 
linked 
eqs. 

Src 
Code Id 

eq1 2 Resistor 3 False 1 44 
eq2 2 Resistor 3 False 1 45 
eq3 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 35 
eq4 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 36 
eq5 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 37 
eq6 2 Resistor 3 False 1 44 
eq7 2 Resistor 3 False 1 45 
eq8 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 35 
eq9 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 36 
eq10 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 37 
eq11 2 VsourceAC 3 False 0 41 
eq12 2 VsourceAC 3 False 0 42 
eq13 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 35 
eq14 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 36 
eq15 3 TwoPin 3 False 2 37 
eq16 1 Ground 3 False 0 28 
eq17 5 Circuit 1 True 0 82 
eq18 5 Circuit 1 True 1 83 
eq19 5 Circuit 1 True 1 83 
eq20 5 Circuit 1 True 0 84 
eq21 5 Circuit 1 True 2 85 
eq22 5 Circuit 1 True 2 85 
eq23 5 Circuit 1 True 2 85 

Table 4-2. Equation annotations. 

 
Now that all the equations’ debugging information is set in the DAELow representation, it is 
time to start the debugging. The debugging is started by calling the function equationDebug 
in the EquationDebugger module with the DAELow record as argument.  
 

public function equationDebug 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAELow; 
algorithm  
  eqnType := getEqnSystemType(inDAELow); 
  equationDebug2(inDAELow,eqnType); 
end equationDebug; 
 
function equationDebug2 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAELow; 
  input String eqnType; 
algorithm 
  _ := matchcontinue(inDAELow,eqnType) 
  ... 
  //variable declarations 
  ...  
    case(dlow,"OVER") 
      equation 
        print("\nERROR!!!\nOver-constrained situation detected\n"); 
        m1 = DAELow.incidenceMatrix(dlow); 
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        m = DAELow.absIncidenceMatrix(m1); 
        mT = DAELow.transposeMatrixExtend(m); 
        (outV1,outV2,outDae,outM,outMT) =  
        DAELow.matchingAlgorithm(dlow,mT,m,(DAELow.NO_INDEX_REDUCTION(), 
                 DAELow.ALLOW_UNDERCONSTRAINED(),DAELow.KEEP_SIMPLE_EQN())); 
        debugOver(dlow,m,mT,outV1,outV2); 
      then (); 
    case(dlow,"UNDER") 
      equation 
        print("\nERROR!!!\nUnder-constrained situation detected\n"); 
        m = DAELow.incidenceMatrix(dlow); 
        m = absIncidenceMatrix(m); 
        mT = DAELow.transposeMatrix(m); 
        (outV1,outV2,outDae,outM,outMT) =  
        DAELow.matchingAlgorithm(dlow,m,mT,(DAELow.INDEX_REDUCTION(), 
          DAELow.ALLOW_UNDERCONSTRAINED(),DAELow.KEEP_SIMPLE_EQN())); 
        debugUnder(dlow,m,mT,outV1,outV2); 
      then (); 
    case(dlow,"EXACT") 
      equation 
        print("\nThe system is not unconstrained. No debugging needed.\n"); 
      then (); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end equationDebug2; 

 
The function equationDebug starts by checking if the system is constrained or not, for 
which the function getEgnSystemType is written to check the number of equations and 
variables in the system. If the number of equations is greater than the number of variables, the 
function getEgnSystemType returns the string OVER because the system of equations is 
over-constrained and needs to be debugged. The same applies if the number of variables is 
greater than the number equations and the function returns the string UNDER instead. If the 
number of equations and variables is the same, the system of equations is well-constrained. 
Therefore the string EXACT is returned and no debugging is needed. When the system type is 
obtained, it is passed along with the DAELow record to the function equationDebug2 that 
will handle the different system types. 

One of the tasks equationDebug2 does is to calculate the maximum matching, for which 
the already implemented function matchingAlgorithm is used. The function will perform a 
matching algorithm which is the first part of sorting the equations into BLT form (Block 
lower triangular). The function takes the DAELow, incidence matrix and its transpose as 
arguments. It also takes different matching options like index reduction, if the system of 
equations is allowed to be unconstrained and if it should keep the simple equations (like a=1) 
or not as arguments. The function returns an updated DAE in case index reduction has added 
equations and variables, and incidence matrix. The variable assignments (matching) are 
returned as a vector with variable indices as well as its inverse, i.e. which equation and 
variable are matched as a vector of equation indexes. The position in the vector represents the 
variable indexes, which is here called equation matching vector. The inverse is called variable 
matching vector where the position in the vector represents the equations and hold it 
corresponding matching variable.  

When the system of equations is over-constrained which we cover in this chapter, the 
matchingAlgorithm function with the matching options is called. This is done in order to 
not execute any index reduction and keep the simple equations, because all equations are 
needed for the debugging algorithms to work properly. And it has to allow the system to be 
unconstrained or else it will not perform any matching. The function incidenceMatrix is 
used to calculate the incidence matrix, i.e. which variables are present in each equation. The 
incidence matrix is represented with an array of integer lists. The size of the array is the same 
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as the number of equations, and it contains a list of the variables’ indices (indexes) which is in 
each equation. If a variable is in a derivation (der(x)) its index value is returned with a 
negative value. But it is not significant for the debugging if the variable is in a derivation so 
the function absIncidenceMatrix is used for applying absolute value to all entities in the 
incidence matrix. The function transposeMatrix had to be rewritten so it could work for 
unconstrained cases where the number of equations and variables are not the same. Therefore 
the function transposeMatrixExtend was written to handle this. The function calculates 
the largest value in the incidence matrix and construct an array of integer list with that size 
instead of making an array of the same size of the incidence matrix as transposeMatrix 
did. Incidence matrix where the array indexes represents the equations and holding lists of the 
variables indexes presented in the equation will be called equation matrix and its inverse will 
be called variable matrix. The equation- and variable matrix for our over-constrained example 
are shown in Table 4-3. 

    
Table 4-3. Variable- and equation matrix for the example in Figure 4-3. 

 
The matching vectors gotten from the function matchingAlgorithm for our case example 
are seen below:  
 
Equation matching vector: 
{var16 , var15 , var20 , var17 , var19 , var9 , 0 , var10 , var11 , var13 , var4 , var3 , var6 , var5 
, var7 , var2 , 0 , var14 , var8 , var1} 
 

Equation Variables 
eq1 var15 var16   
eq2 var15    
eq3 var16 var20 var18  
eq4 var19 var17   
eq5 var15 var19   
eq6 var9 var10   
eq7 var9    
eq8 var10 var14 var12  
eq9 var13 var11   
eq10 var9 var13   
eq11 var4    
eq12 var3    
eq13 var4 var8 var6  
eq14 var7 var5   
eq15 var3 var7   
eq16 var2    
eq17 var13 var19 var7  
eq18 var14 var20   
eq19 var20 var8   
eq20 var17 var11 var5 var1 
eq21 var18 var12   
eq22 var12 var6   
eq23 var6 var2   

Variable   Equations 
var1 eq20   
var2 eq16 eq23  
var3 eq12 eq15  
var4 eq11 eq13  
var5 eq14 eq20  
var6 eq13 eq22 eq23 
var7 eq14 eq15 eq17 
var8 eq13 eq19  
var9 eq6 eq7 eq10 
var10 eq6 eq8  
var11 eq9 eq20  
var12 eq8 eq21 eq22 
var13 eq9 eq10 eq17 
var14 eq8 eq18  
var15 eq1 eq2 eq5 
var16 eq1 eq3  
var17 eq4 eq20  
var18 eq3 eq21  
var19 eq4 eq5 eq17 
var20 eq3 eq18 eq19 
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Variable matching vector: 
{eq20 , eq16 , eq12 , eq11 , eq14 , eq13 , eq15 , eq19 , eq6 , eq8 , eq9 , eq22 , eq10 , eq18 , 
eq2 , eq1 , eq4 , eq21 , eq5 , eq3} 
 
As seen above the matching vectors are of the same size which is not correct for over- or 
under-constrained systems. Thus the function transEqMatchtoVarMatch was written to 
correct this in order to transform the equation matching vector to a variable matching vector 
(it works for transform variable matching to equation matching as well). The free variable or 
equations will contain the index 0. This will give the equation matching vector the following 
content. 
 
Equation matching vector: 
{var16 , var15 , var20 , var17 , var19 , var9 , 0 , var10 , var11 , var13 , var4 , var3 , var6 , var5 
, var7 , var2 , 0 , var14 , var8 , var1 , var18 , var12 , 0} 
 
It should be noted that the incidence matrix together with the matching vector represent the 
bipartite graph for the whole equation system. The incidence matrix represents the equation 
and variable nodes and the directed edges between them. The edges are directed from the 
equation node to the variable node. The matching vector represents the bi-directed edges. The 
graph for the example is seen in  
Figure 4-4. 

 
Figure 4-4. Bipartite graph of the over-constrained example. (Squared nodes are included in 
the over-constrained part generated by D&M (overPart function below) and circle nodes are 
not. 
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Now when the equations and their annotations, equation- and variable matrix, and the 
matching vectors are obtained we pass this to the function debugOver. It will perform the 
debugging algorithms and give the user solution/s for equation elimination to make the system 
of equations well-constrained. 
 

public function debugOver  
 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAElow; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix inIncidenceMatrix1; // equation matrix 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrixT inIncidenceMatrixT2; // variable matrix 
  input Integer[:] inIntegerArray3; // var match NOT USED 
  input Integer[:] inIntegerArray4; // Eq match 
   
algorithm 
  (numVars,numEqs) := getNumVarsEqs(inDAElow); 
  matching := transEqMatchtoVarMatch(arrayList(inIntegerArray4),numEqs); 
  freeEqs := getFreeEquations(matching); 
 
  (lstLstEqs,lstLstVars) :=  
    overPart(inIncidenceMatrix1,inIncidenceMatrixT2,matching,freeEqs); 
 
  overEqs := Util.listListUnion(lstLstEqs);  
  overVars := Util.listListUnion(lstLstVars); 
   
  overVarM := getOverMatrix(inIncidenceMatrixT2,overEqs); 
  overEqM := getOverMatrix(inIncidenceMatrix1,overVars); 
   
  subgraphs := getSafeSets(lstLstEqs,inIncidenceMatrixT2); 
  
  numFreeEqs := listLength(freeEqs); 
 
  // remove equations from the safesets based on the annotation 
  subgraphs := annotationBasedSafeSets(inDAElow,subgraphs,numFreeEqs); 
  // remove equations that are generated from a connect statement 
  subgraphs := Util.listMap1(subgraphs,removeConnectorGeneratedEqs,inDAElow); 
  dbarr := getDebugInfoArray(inDAElow);  
  linkedEqsM := createLinkedEqsMatrix(dbarr,overEqM); 
  //remove equations from the safesets that "links" to equations outside the  
    safesets of equation 
  allSafeEqs := Util.listListUnion(subgraphs); 
  subgraphs :=   
 Util.listMap2(subgraphs,removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs,linkedEqsM, allSafeEqs); 
  lstLst4 := allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination(subgraphs); 
  lstLst4 := keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList(lstLst4); 
  lstLst6 := allValidCombinationsOfElimination(lstLst4,linkedEqsM); 
  newOverErrorFixingSolutions(lstLst6,inDAElow); 
 
end debugOver; 

 
The first step of the function debugOver is to get the free equations from the matching vector 
for which we implemented the function getFreeEquations (rename the function in the 
code). It checks the equation matching vector for the equations not covered by the matching, 
i.e. the equations that do not contain any variable index (index 0). The function now returns a 
list of the free equations indices. The free equations obtained are eq10, eq15 and eq23. 
Thereafter the equation matrix vector is calculated with the function 
transEqMatchtoVarMatch as described above. 
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The next step is to get the over-constrained part/s. To extract the over-constrained variables 
and equations the function overPart is written to takes the equation matrix, equation 
matching vector and the free equations as arguments.  
 
 

protected function overPart  
  "Perform the Dulmage and Mendelsohn canonical but only for the  
  over-constrained part" 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m_; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix mT_; // NOT USED 
  input list<DAELow.Value> matching_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> eqs_; 
  
  output list<list<DAELow.Value>> outEqs_; 
  output list<list<DAELow.Value>> outVars_; 
  
algorithm 
  (outEqs_,outVars_) := matchcontinue(m_,mT_,matching_,eqs_) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case(m,mT,matching,{}) then ({},{}); 
    case(m,mT,matching,eq::eqs) 
      equation 
        (overEqs, overVars) = overPart2(m,mT,matching,eq,{},{}); 
        (lstOverEqs, lstOverVars) = overPart(m,mT,matching,eqs); 
      then (overEqs::lstOverEqs,overVars::lstOverVars); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end overPart; 
 
protected function overPart2  
   
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m_; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix mT_; // NOT USED 
  input list<DAELow.Value> matching_; 
  input DAELow.Value eq_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> inEqs_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> inVars_; 
  
  output list<DAELow.Value> outEqs_; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outVars_; 
  
algorithm 
  (outEqs_,outVars_) := matchcontinue(m_,mT_,matching_,eq_,inEqs_,inVars_) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case(m,mT,matching,eq,inEqs,inVars) 
      equation 
        _ = Util.listGetMember(eq,inEqs); 
      then (inEqs,inVars);     
    case(m,mT,matching,eq,inEqs,inVars) 
      equation 
        outEqs = listAppend({eq},inEqs); 
        vars = m[eq]; 
        (outEqs,outVars) = overPart3(m,mT,matching,vars,outEqs,inVars); 
      then (outEqs,outVars); 
    case(_,_,_,_,_,_)   
      equation 
        print("\noverPart2 ERROR\n"); 
      then ({},{}); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end overPart2; 
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protected function overPart3  
   
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m_; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix mT_; // NOT USED 
  input list<DAELow.Value> matching_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> vars_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> inEqs_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> inVars_; 
  
  output list<DAELow.Value> outEqs_; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outVars_; 
  
algorithm 
  (outEqs_,outVars_) := matchcontinue(m_,mT_,matching_,vars_,inEqs_,inVars_) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case(m,mT,matching,{},inEqs,inVars) then (inEqs,inVars); 
    case(m,mT,matching,var::vars,inEqs,inVars) 
      equation 
        _ = Util.listGetMember(var,inVars); 
        (outEqs,outVars) = overPart3(m,mT,matching,vars,inEqs,inVars); 
      then (outEqs,outVars); 
     case(m,mT,matching,var::vars,inEqs,inVars) 
      equation 
        outVars = listAppend({var},inVars); 
        eq = Util.listPosition(var,matching)+1; 
        (outEqs,outVars) = overPart3(m,mT,matching,vars,inEqs,outVars); 
        (outEqs,outVars) = overPart2(m,mT,matching,eq,outEqs,outVars); 
      then (outEqs,outVars);  
     case(_,_,_,_,_,_)   
      equation 
        print("\noverPart3 ERROR.\nProbably arrived to a free equation 
node\n"); 
      then ({},{});    
  end matchcontinue; 
end overPart3; 

 
The function overPart implements a part of the Dulmage - Mendelsohn’s canonical 
decomposition algorithm described in Section 2.5. Its only implements the part that calculates 
the equations and variables which are included in the over-constrained sub-graphs. The 
function returns a list of all equations and a list of all variables for each over-constrained sub-
graph. For each free equation an over-constrained sub-graph is constructed by following the 
edges from the free equation until all reachable nodes is visited. Each visited equation node is 
added to its sub-graph equation list and the same applies to each visited variable node that is 
added to the variable list for that sub-graph. The edges are directed from equation nodes to 
variable nodes but matching edges are bi-directed, so the only way from a variable node to an 
equation node is to go trough a matching edge.  

The function overPart’s second case extracts the first free equation in the free equation 
list and then calls the helper function overPart2 with equation matrix, matching vector, the 
free equation and two empty lists as arguments. The two empty lists will be used to store the 
visited equation- and variable nodes, i.e. the nodes for the sub-graph constructed from the free 
equation. The equation list and the variable list for the sub-graph will be returned by 
overPart2, all sub-graphs’ nodes will be constructed and returned by recursively calling 
overPart with the rest of the free equation list. 
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The function overPart2 handles the equation nodes where the first case checks if the 
current equation node has already been visited. If that is the case all current visited equation- 
and variable nodes are returned, if not the second case is executed. The second case adds the 
current visit equation to the list of visited equations, after which all variables with an edge 
(included in the equation) to the current equation are extracted from the equations matrix. 
Next all variables are visited by calling overPart3 with the arguments equation matrix, 
matching vector, the variables and the current visited nodes lists.  

The first case in overPart3 handles the case when there is no variables to visit or when 
all variables are visited then the updated visited equation and variable nodes lists are returned. 
The second case takes the first variable in the list of variables to visit and checks if it already 
has been visited. If that is the case the rest of the variables are checked by recursively calling 
overPart3 with the rest of the list of variables to visit. Finally the updated visited nodes lists 
are returned. If the variable has not been visited then the third case is executed which adds the 
current variable to the list of visited variables. After that the equation matched to the current 
variable is extracted from the matching vector by finding the position (plus one, because the 
first element in the list have the position 0) of the current variable in the matching vector. This 
position represents the equation that the variable is matched to. Now the rest of the variables 
are visited by recursively calling overPart3 with the rest of the variables to visit and the 
updated visited variables list. Then the matching equation is visited by calling overPart2 
with that equation and the updated visited nodes lists. Finally the updated visited equation- 
and variable nodes are returned. 

In our given example the function overPart will return a list containing three lists of 
equation node indexes and a list containing three lists of variable node indexes. The lists 
returned are as follows: 
 
Equation lists: 
{eq18, eq11, eq2, eq1, eq21, eq3, eq19, eq13, eq22, eq8, eq6, eq7} 
{eq18, eq11, eq1, eq21, eq3, eq19, eq13, eq22, eq8, eq6, eq10, eq2, eq5, eq12, eq15, eq17} 
{eq11, eq2, eq1, eq22, eq21, eq3, eq19, eq13, eq16, eq23} 
 
Variable lists: 
{var15, var18, var16, var20, var8, var4, var6, var12, var14, var10, var9} 
{var18, var16, var20, var8, var4, var6, var12, var14, var10, var9, var15, var3, var7, var19, 
var13} 
{var15, var12, var18, var16, var20, var8, var4, var2, var6} 
 
The first equation list and variable list represents the nodes in the over-constraining set +1

1GO . 
The second sets represent +1

2GO , the third sets represents +1
3GO . The sub-graphs are seen in the 

Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-5. The sub-graphs +1

1GO , +1
2GO and +1

3GO . 

 
Next step is to find the equivalent over-constraining equations set. In order to do this the 
Algorithm 3-1 is implemented in the function getSafeSets which takes the list of over-
constrained equations for each sub-graph and the systems variable-matrix as arguments.  
 

function getSafeSets  
  input list<list<DAELow.Value>> consSets_; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrixT inIncidenceMatrixT2; 
  output list<list<DAELow.Value>> safeSets_; 
algorithm  
  safeSets_ := matchcontinue (consSets_,inIncidenceMatrixT2) 
    ... 
    //local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case ({},_) then {}; 
    case (set::consSets,mT) 
      equation 
        m = getOverMatrix(mT,set); 
        safeSet = testStrong(m,set); 
        safeSets = getSafeSets(consSets,mT); 
      then safeSet::safeSets; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end getSafeSets; 

 
The function getSafeSets will for each sub-graph check which equations that makes the 
sub-graph still strongly connected after removal. This is done in the function testStrong 
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which takes the variable-matrix and the list of over-constrained equations for the sub-graph. 
We implemented a function to calculate the sub-graph variable-matrix called 
getOverMatrix which takes the variable matrix of the whole system graph and the list of 
equations in the over-constrained sub-graph as arguments. The function then removes all 
equations from the variable-matrix that do not exist in the list of equations and returns the new 
variable matrix which now represent the variable-matrix for the over-constrained sub-graph. 
Then when all sub-graphs are tested, getSafeSets returns the equivalent over-constraining 
equations set for each sub-graph. 
 

protected function testStrong  
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> underVars_; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outLstRemoveable; 
algorithm 
  outLstRemoveable := matchcontinue (m_,underVars_) 
    ... 
    //local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case (_,{}) then {}; 
    case (m,v::underVars) 
      equation 
        lstM = arrayList(m); 
        lstM = Util.listMap1(lstM,Util.listDeleteMember,v); 
        m = listArray(lstM); 
        mT = DAELow.transposeMatrixExtend(m); 
        true = strongConnected(m,mT); 
        lstIndex = testStrong(mm,underVars); 
      then (v::lstIndex); 
    case (m,v::underVars) 
      equation 
   lstIndex = testStrong(m,underVars); 
      then lstIndex; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end testStrong; 

 
 
The function testStrong removes the first equation in the equation list from the variable-
matrix and then calculates the new equation-matrix with the function 
transposeMatrixExtend.  Then the variable- and equations-matrix are passed to the 
function strongConnected that checks if the graph is connected (after the removal of the 
equation) and returns true if so, else it returns false. The function testStrong now 
recursively calls it self with the equation list without the already tested equation until all the 
equations in the list are tested, then returns the list of equations which made the graph still 
connected after removal (i.e. the equivalent over-constraining equations set or the safe 
equation set). 
 

protected function strongConnected 
  "Returns true if the graph is strongly connected else false" 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrixT mT; 
  output bool bConnected; 
 
algorithm 
  bConnected := matchcontinue (m,mT) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case(m,mT) 
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      equation  
        eqs1 = Util.listFlatten(arrayList(mT)); 
        vars1 = Util.listFlatten(arrayList(m)); 
        eqs = Util.listUnion(eqs1,eqs1); // removeduplicates 
        vars = Util.listUnion(vars1,vars1); // removeduplicates 
        eq = Util.listFirst(eqs); 
        (notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars) = markEqs(m,mT,{eq},eqs,vars); 
        b = isEmptyLstLst(notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
      then b; 
    case(m,mT) // if no equations 
      equation  
        eqs1 = Util.listFlatten(arrayList(mT)); 
        b = isEmptyLstLst(eqs1,{}); 
      then b; 
    case(_,_) 
      equation  
        print("\nstrongConnected failed\n"); 
      then false; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end strongConnected; 

 
The function strongConnected takes the variable- and equations-matrix as arguments and 
starts from a “random” equation node and checks if it can visit all the nodes in the graph. If so 
the graph is connected and it returns true, else it returns false. This is done by first extracting 
all the unique equations and variables in the graph, these lists are representing the nodes that 
have not been visited. Then the helper function markEqs is called with the variable- and 
equations-matrix, equation nodes to visit (in the first call only the random start node), the not 
visited equations, and variables lists as arguments. markEqs returns the updated not visited 
equations and variable lists, if they are both empty it means that all equation- and variable 
nodes have been visited which means that the graph is connected and the strongConnected 
function returns true, else it returns false. 
 

protected function markEqs 
  "Returns all the nodes that can not be reached from visitEqs_" 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m_; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrixT mT_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> visitEqs_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> notVisitedEqs_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> notVisitedVars_; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outNotVisitedEqs; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outNotVisitedVars; 
   
algorithm 
  {outNotVisitedEqs,outNotVisitedVars} := 
matchcontinue(m_,mT_,visitEqs_,notVisitedEqs_,notVisitedVars_) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case(_,_,_,{},{}) then ({},{}); 
    case(_,_,{},notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars) then 
(notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
    case(m,mT,eq::visitEqs,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars) 
      equation 
        _ = Util.listGetMember(eq,notVisitedEqs); 
        notVisitedEqs = Util.listDeleteMember(notVisitedEqs,eq); 
        visitVars = m[eq]; 
        (eqs2,vars2) = markVars(m,mT,visitVars,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
        (outEqs,outVars) = markEqs(m,mT,visitEqs,eqs2,vars2); 
      then (outEqs,outVars); 
    case(m,mT,eq::visitEqs,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars) 
      equation 
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        (outEqs,outVars) = 
markEqs(m,mT,visitEqs,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
      then (outEqs,outVars); 
    case(_,_,_,_,_) 
      equation print("\nError in markEqs\n"); 
      then({},{}); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end markEqs; 

 
protected function markVars 
  "Returns all the nodes that can not be reached from visitVars_" 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix m_; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrixT mT_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> visitVars_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> notVisitedEqs_; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> notVisitedVars_; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outNotVisitedEqs; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outNotVisitedVars; 
   
algorithm 
  {outNotVisitedEqs,outNotVisitedVars} := 
matchcontinue(m_,mT_,visitVars_,notVisitedEqs_,notVisitedVars_) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case(_,_,_,{},{}) then ({},{}); 
    case(_,_,{},notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars) then 
(notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
    case(m,mT,var::visitVars,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars) 
      equation 
        _ = Util.listGetMember(var,notVisitedVars); 
        notVisitedVars = Util.listDeleteMember(notVisitedVars,var); 
        visitEqs = mT[var]; 
        (eqs2,vars2) = markEqs(m,mT,visitEqs,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
        (outEqs,outVars) = markVars(m,mT,visitVars,eqs2,vars2); 
      then (outEqs,outVars); 
    case(m,mT,var::visitVars,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars)    
      equation 
        (outEqs,outVars) =  
          markVars(m,mT,visitVars,notVisitedEqs,notVisitedVars); 
      then (outEqs,outVars); 
    case (_,_,_,_,_) 
      equation 
        print("\nError in markVars\n"); 
      then ({},{}); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end markVars; 

 
The function markEqs takes the first equation node in the list of equations to visit and checks 
if it is in the not visited equation list, if it is not the next equation node to visit is checked 
recursively. If the equation is found in the list of not visited equation, it is then removed from 
that list and the variables the equation have an edge to is retrieved from the equation matrix. 
The markVars function is now called with same arguments as markEqs except with the 
variable nodes to visit list instead of the equations. The markVars returns the equation- and 
variable nodes not reached from those variables. Then the markEqs is recursively called with 
the updated not visited equation- and variable nodes and the list of equations to visit, except 
the current visit equation. It finally returns the lists of nodes not visited/reachable from the 
equations. 

The markVars function does the same as the function markEqs but for the variables. It 
checks the variable to visit against the not visited variables list, extract the equations the 
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variable have an edge to and calls the markEqs with those equations and after which it calls 
itself with the next variable nodes to visit. It finally returns the lists of nodes not 
visited/reachable from the variables. 

Now we got the equivalent over-constraining equations set that according to Theorem 3-1 
is guaranteed to always be safe for removal in order to transform an over-constrained system 
into a well-constrained one. The equivalent over-constraining equations sets for the example 
is following: 
 
The equivalent over-constraining equation sets for the sub-graphs: 
{eq18, eq1, eq2, eq21, eq19, eq22, eq7} 
{eq18, eq11, eq1, eq21, eq3, eq19, eq22, eq8, eq6, eq10, eq2, eq5, eq12} 
{eq11, eq2, eq22, eq21, eq19, eq16} 
 
All the equivalent over-constraining equations: 
{eq12, eq5, eq10, eq6, eq8, eq3, eq1, eq18, eq7, eq11, eq2, eq22, eq21, eq19, eq16} 
 
The next step in the debugging process is to do the annotation based filtering. The Algorithm 
3-2 is implemented in the function annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet. It takes 
the DAELow record, the equivalent over-constraining equations set and the number of free 
equations as arguments. The annotation based filtering will be performed on all the sub-
graphs by the function annotationBasedSafeSets and will return the equations left after 
the annotation based filtering for all sub-graphs. 
 

function annotationBasedSafeSets  
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAElow; 
  input list<list<DAELow.Value>> consSets_; 
  input Integer numEqsToRemove_; 
  output list<list<DAELow.Value>> safeSets_; 
algorithm  
  safeSets_ := matchcontinue (inDAElow,consSets_,numEqsToRemove_) 
    ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case (_,{},_) then {}; 
    case (daelow,set::consSets,numEqsToRemove) 
      equation 
        safeSet =  
        annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet(daelow,set,numEqsToRemove); 
        safeSets = annotationBasedSafeSets(daelow,consSets,numEqsToRemove); 
      then safeSet::safeSets; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end annotationBasedSafeSets; 

 
function annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet 
  " algorithm 3-2 " 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAELow; 
  input list<DAELow.Value> inEqIndexLst; // indexs to the equivalent over-                
                                                        cons. equation set 
  input Integer inNumFreeEqs; // Number of equation to remove 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outEqIndexLst; // indexs to the reduced  
                                          equivalent over-cons. equation set 
   
algorithm  
  outEqIndexLst := matchcontinue (inDAELow,inEqIndexLst,inNumFreeEqs) 
    ... 
    //local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case(_,{},_) then {}; 
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    case ((daelow as DAELow.DAELOW(debugInfo =dbarr)), 
                             i::eqIndexLst,numFreeEqs)  
      equation 
        DAE.DEBUGINFO(numOfAssociatedEqs = noOfAssoEqs, 
                      numOfLinkedEqs = noOfLinkedEqs) =         
          DAELow.debugInfoNth(dbarr, i-1); 
        (noOfLinkedEqs < numFreeEqs) = true; 
        (noOfAssoEqs != 1) = true; 
        eqIndexReducedLst =  
         annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet(daelow,eqIndexLst,numFreeEqs); 
      then i::eqIndexReducedLst; 
    case ((daelow as DAELow.DAELOW(debugInfo = dbarr)), 
                             i::eqIndexLst,numFreeEqs)  
      equation 
        eqIndexReducedLst =  
         annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet(daelow,eqIndexLst,numFreeEqs); 
      then eqIndexReducedLst; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet; 

 
The implementation of the function annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet 
extracts the array of the debugging information from the DAELow record. The debugging 
attributes containing the number of linked equations and the number of associated equations 
are retrieved from the debugging information record of the first equation in the equivalent 
over-constraining equations list. The attributes are then checked to see if the current equation 
is safe to remove based on the annotations. If the number of linked equations attribute is less 
than the number of free equation and the number of associated equations is not equal to one 
the current equation, it is then safe to remove based on the annotations and it will be returned. 
The rest of the equivalent over-constraining equations will be checked by recursively calling 
the function annotationBasedReducedEquivalentEqSet with the rest of the equivalent 
over-constraining equations list. This will lead to all equations that are safe for removal based 
on the annotations will be returned. 

After the annotation based equation set reduction the over-constraining equations safe for 
removal for the example will be the following: 
 
The over-constraining sub-graphs equations: 
{eq18, eq11, eq2, eq21, eq19, eq22, eq7} 
{eq18, eq11, eq1, eq21, eq3, eq19, eq22, eq8, eq6, eq10, eq2, eq5, eq12} 
{eq11, eq2, eq22, eq21, eq19} 
 
All equations after annotations reduction: 
{eq12, eq5, eq10, eq6, eq8, eq3, eq1, eq18, eq7, eq11, eq2, eq22, eq21, eq19} 
 
Due to the low flexibility of equations generated by connector equations, the function 
removeConnectorGeneratedEqs that removes all equations generated by connector 
equations is implemented. The function takes the DAELow data structure and the over-
constrained equations as arguments. The function removeConnectorGeneratedEqs will 
be performed on all sub-graphs by using the Util module function listMap1 like: 
 

subgraphs := Util.listMap1(subgraphs,removeConnectorGeneratedEqs,inDAElow); 

 
function removeConnectorGeneratedEqs  
  input list<DAELow.Value> inEqIndexLst; // indexs to the equivalent over- 
                                                        cons. equation set 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAELow; 
  output list<DAELow.Value> outEqIndexLst; // indexs to the equivalent over- 
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                      cons. equation set without the connector generated eqs 
algorithm  
  outEqIndexLst := matchcontinue (inEqIndexLst,inDAELow) 
  ... 
  //local variable declaration 
  ... 
    case({},_) then {}; 
    case (i::eqIndexLst,(daelow as DAELow.DAELOW(debugInfo = dbarr)))  
      equation 
        DAE.DEBUGINFO(connectorGenerated = isConnectorGenerated) =   
          DAELow.debugInfoNth(dbarr, i-1); 
        true = isConnectorGenerated; 
        eqIndexReducedLst = removeConnectorGeneratedEqs(eqIndexLst,daelow); 
      then eqIndexReducedLst; 
         
    case (i::eqIndexLst,(daelow as DAELow.DAELOW(debugInfo = dbarr)))  
      equation 
        eqIndexReducedLst = removeConnectorGeneratedEqs(eqIndexLst,daelow); 
      then i::eqIndexReducedLst; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end removeConnectorGeneratedEqs; 

 
 
The array containing the debugging information for the equations is retrieved from the 
DAELow data structure. The debugging attribute connectorGenerated for the first over-
constraining equation is extracted and checked if it is set to true, if so it will not be returned. 
The same is then done for all of the over-constraining equations by recursively calling 
removeConnectorGeneratedEqs with the rest of the list until all equation are checked. 
The equations not generated from a connector equation are returned. In our example the over-
constraining equation sets after connector generated equation reduction are following: 
 
The over-constraining equation sets for the sub-graphs: 
{eq11, eq2, eq7} 
{eq11, eq1, eq3, eq8, eq6, eq10, eq2, eq5, eq12} 
{eq11, eq2} 
 
All equations left after removal of the connector generated equations: 
{eq12, eq5, eq10, eq6, eq8, eq3, eq1, eq7, eq11, eq2} 
 
 
Until now the over-constraining detection/reduction algorithms only work for the intermediate 
form of equations. However, only fixing strategies that can operate on the original language 
constructs can be considered. Therefore the next step in the debugging process is to remove 
those intermediate equations that are generated from the original code statements that created 
equations outside the set of safe equations as explained in Section 3.10.  

The function createLinkedEqsMatrix creates an equation matrix where each equation 
row contains all equations generated from the same original language statement/equation 
(with the same source id). The function takes as arguments the equation matrix for the whole 
over-constrained system and the debugging information array retrieved from the DAELow 
record using the getDebugInfoArray function.  
 

function createLinkedEqsMatrix 
  input DAELow.DebugInfoArray dbarr; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix eqM; 
  output DAELow.IncidenceMatrix linkedEqsMatrix; 
  ... 
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  // variable declaration 
  ... 
algorithm  
  dbList := DAELow.debugInfoList(dbarr); 
  srcIdList := getDebugInfoSrcIdList(dbList); 
  emptyM := emptyIncidenceMatrix(eqM); 
  linkedEqsMatrix := createLinkedEqsMatrix2(dbList,srcIdList,emptyM,1); 

end createLinkedEqsMatrix; 
 
The function createLinkedEqsMatrix first converts the debug information array to a list 
by using the function debugInfoList implemented in the module DAELow. It then 
constructs a list of all equations’ source ids attributes gathered from the debug information list 
using the function getDebugInfoSrcIdList. The list is of the same size as the number of 
equations and the position represents the equation with the same number and contains the 
source id for that equation. The source id represents the original code statement that generated 
the equation. Next an empty equation matrix with the same size (number of list array 
elements) as the equation matrix that was passed as argument (in this case the over-
constrained system) is created by the function emptyIncidenceMatrix. The debug 
information list, the list of source ids, and empty equation matrix are then passed to helper 
function createLinkedEqsMatrix2 as arguments along with an integer that represents the 
current equation handled, starting with equation number one.  
 

function createLinkedEqsMatrix2 
  input list<DAE.DebugInfo> dbList_in; 
  input list<Integer> srcIdList; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix linkedEqsM; 
  input Integer currentEq; 
  output DAELow.IncidenceMatrix linkedEqsMatrix; 
algorithm  
  linkedEqsMatrix := matchcontinue(dbList_in,srcIdList,linkedEqsM,currentEq) 
    ... 
    //local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case ({},_,linkedEqsM,_) then linkedEqsM; 
    case (DAE.DEBUGINFO(srcId = sid)::dbList,srcIdList,linkedEqsM,curEq) 
      equation 
        linkedEqsList = listAllPositions(sid,srcIdList); 
        linkedEqsList = Util.listDeleteMember(linkedEqsList,curEq); 
        linkedEqsM = arrayUpdate(linkedEqsM, curEq, linkedEqsList); 
        nextEq = curEq + 1; 
        linkedEqsM =  
          createLinkedEqsMatrix2(dbList,srcIdList,linkedEqsM,nextEq); 
      then  
        linkedEqsM; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end createLinkedEqsMatrix2; 

 
The function createLinkedEqsMatrix2 will construct the linked equation matrix. The 
source id is retrieved from the first element in the debug information list then all equations 
generated from that original code statement are gathered. This is done by going through the 
list of source id list and returning all the positions the source id was found in, which is 
executed by using the function listAllPositions that is a modification of the 
listPosition function in the module Util. The current equation is then removed from the 
list by the Util function listDeleteMember. Next the linked equation matrix is updated 
with the linked equation list for the current equation using the built in function 
arrayupdate. The same process is then done for all equations by recursively calling 
createLinkedEqsMatrix2. The arguments passed to createLinkedEqsMatrix2 are the 
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debug information list without the current element, updated linked equation matrix, source id 
list, and the current equation number which is incremented by one. The termination condition 
for the recursion is when the debug information is empty and the complete linked equation 
matrix is returned. In our case the linked equation matrix is seen in Table 4-4. 
 
Eq. Linked eqs. 
eq1 eq6    
eq2 eq7    
eq3 eq8 eq13 
eq4 eq9 eq14 
eq5 eq10 eq15 
eq6 eq1    
eq7 eq2    
eq8 eq3 eq13 
eq9 eq4 eq14 
eq10 eq5 eq15 
eq11     
eq12     
eq13 eq3 eq8 
eq14 eq4 eq9 
eq15 eq5 eq10 
eq16     
eq17     
eq18 eq19    
eq19 eq18    
eq20     
eq21 eq22 eq23 
eq22 eq21 eq23 
eq23 eq21 eq22 

Table 4-4. The linked equation matrix for the example in Figure 4-3. 

 
Now when we have the linked equation matrix it is time to find out which equations in the 
current safe set of equations are linking outside the safe set, meaning which equations are 
generated from an original code statement that generates equations outside the safe set and 
removes them. For this purpose the function removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs was 
implemented. The arguments to the function are the linked equation matrix, sub-graph safe 
equation list, and the list of all safe equations gotten by taking the union of all sub-graphs safe 
equations using the Util module function listListUnion as shown below: 
 

allSafeEqs := Util.listListUnion(subgraphs); 
 

The function removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs is performed on all sub-graphs by using the 
Util module function listMap2 as shown below: 
 

subgraphs := 
Util.listMap2(subgraphs,removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs,linkedEqsM,subgraphs); 

 
 

function removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs 
  input list<Integer> eqsToCheck; // used to travers 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix linkedEqsM; 
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  input list<Integer> safeEqs; // check against 
  output list<Integer> outEqs; 
algorithm  
  outEqs :=  matchcontinue (eqsToCheck,linkedEqsM,safeEqs) 
    ... 
    //local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case ({},_,_) then {}; 
    case (eq::eqsToCheckLst,linkedEqsM,safeEqs) 
      equation 
        eqLst = linkedEqsM[eq]; 
        false = isSubSet(eqLst,safeEqs); 
        // the eq links to a equation outside the safe equation set 
        eqNotLinkedOutsideLst =  
        removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs(eqsToCheckLst,linkedEqsM,safeEqs); 
      then eqNotLinkedOutsideLst; 
    case (eq::eqsToCheckLst,linkedEqsM,safeEqs) 
      equation // eq do not link to a equation outside the safe equation set 
        eqNotLinkedOutsideLst =  
        removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs(eqsToCheckLst,linkedEqsM,safeEqs); 
      then eq:: eqNotLinkedOutsideLst; 
    case(_,_,_) 
      equation print("\n removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs failed\n");  
      then fail(); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs;  

 
The function removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs starts with taking the first equation to 
check and retrieve the linked equations from the linked equation matrix. The linked equations 
are then checked if they are a subset of the safe equations, if so the current equation does not 
link to an equation outside the safe equations. If the statement false = 
isSubSet(eqLst,safeEqs) fails then the next case is executed and the current equation is 
added to the return list. If the linked equations are not a subset of the safe equations, it means 
that the current equation is linked to an equation outside the safe equations and it is therefore 
discarded from the return list. The rest of the safe equations to check are now recursively 
checked by calling removeEqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs. When all equations are checked, the 
safe equations left after removing all equations linking to an equation outside the safe set are 
returned. In our case example the current safe equations are: 
 
The over-constraining equation sets for the sub-graphs: 
{eq11, eq2, eq7} 
{eq11, eq1, eq6, eq2, eq12} 
{eq11, eq2} 
 
All safe equations after linked equations removal: 
{eq12, eq6, eq1, eq7, eq11, eq2} 
 
Our implementation does not include the alternating paths dependency graphs algorithm 
described in Section 3.9. 
 

All equation reduction algorithms are now implemented and the over-constrained sub-
graphs only contain equations that are safe to remove. It is now time to find the solution, in 
other words to calculate the possible combination/s to eliminate only one equation from each 
sub-graph which will make the system of equations well constrained and solvable.  
Firstly a function is implemented to calculate all possible combination of elimination without 
the combinations with the same equation, for example you can not remove the equation 11 
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from both sub-graph 1 and 2. This is implemented in the function 
allPossibleCominationsOfElimination and it takes the safe equations lists of the 
sub-graphs as arguments and returns a list of all the possible combinations between them, 
except for the combination with the same equations. For example if the list 
{{eq1,eq5,eq2},{eq1,eq2,eq3}} would be the returned list it would mean that there are two 
possible combinations of eliminations. The first combination would be to remove eq1 from 
subgraph1, eq5 from subgraph2 and remove eq2 from subgrah3. 
 

function allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination 
  input list<list<Integer>> safeEqs; 
  output list<list<Integer>> possibleElimations; 
  ... 
  // variable declaration 
  ... 
algorithm 
  possibleElim := allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2(safeEqs,{{}}); 
  numFreeEqs := listLength(safeEqs); 
  possibleElimations := getListsWithFixedSize(possibleElim,{},numFreeEqs); 
end allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination; 
 
function allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2 
  input list<list<Integer>> safeEqs; 
  input list<list<Integer>> possibleElimations_in; 
  output list<list<Integer>> possibleElimations; // ex. 
{{eq1,eq5,eq2},{eq1,eq2,eq3}} 
algorithm 
  possibleElimations := matchcontinue (safeEqs,possibleElimations_in) 
    ... 
    // local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case (({}),peLstLst) then peLstLst; 
    case (eqLst::seLstLst,peLstLst) 
      equation 
        peLstLst2 = allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination3(peLstLst,eqLst); 
        peLstLst3 =  
        allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2(seLstLst,peLstLst2); 
      then peLstLst3; 
    case(_,_) 
      equation print("\nallPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2 failed\n");  
      then fail(); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2; 
 
function allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination3 
  input list<list<Integer>> possibleElimations_in; 
  input list<Integer> appendElementList; 
  output list<list<Integer>> possibleElimations;  
algorithm 
  possibleElimations := matchcontinue 
(possibleElimations_in,appendElementList) 
    ... 
    // local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case (_,{}) then {{}}; 
    case (peLstLst,eq::appendList) 
      equation 
        peLstLst2 = listListAppendIfNotMember(peLstLst,eq); 
        peLstLst3 =  
        allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination3(peLstLst,appendList); 
        peLstLst = listAppend(peLstLst2,peLstLst3); 
      then peLstLst; 
    case(_,_) 
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      equation print("\nallPossibleCombinationsOfElimination3 failed\n");  
      then fail(); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination3;  

 
The function allPossibleCominationsOfElimination calls its helper function 
allPossibleCominationsOfElimination2 with the sub-graphs safe equations and a list 
with an empty list that will be used to add all combinations to.  

The first case in function allPossibleCominationsOfElimination2 is the 
termination condition for the recursion in the second case, meaning when all the sub-graphs 
have been processed then all combinations will be returned. The second case takes the list of 
equations from the first sub-graph in the list and passes it along with the list with the 
combinations to the second helper function allPossibleCominationsOfElimination3.  

The first case in allPossibleCominationsOfElimination3 is the termination 
condition for the recursion in the second case, meaning the equations in the sub-graph has 
been processed and it will return an empty combination (it will be handled in the second case). 
The second case will take the first equation in the sub-graph equation list and pass it along 
with the list of combinations to the function listListAppendIfNotMember. The function 
listListAppendIfNotMember will then append the equation to each list elements 
(combinations) in the list with the combinations if it not already is a member of that list 
(combination). Then the function allPossibleCominationsOfElimination3 is 
recursively called with the rest of the equations from the sub-graph along with the list of 
combinations. Finally the list of combinations returned from 
listListAppendIfNotMember and allPossibleCominationsOfElimination3 are 
appended together and returned. When all the equations from the processed sub-graph are 
added to the list of combinations, the list of combinations is returned back to the second case 
in function allPossibleCominationsOfElimination2. Now in 
allPossibleCominationsOfElimination2 the rest of the sub-graphs will be processed 
by recursively calling allPossibleCominationsOfElimination2 with sub-graphs that 
have not been processed and the so far build list of combinations. When all the sub-graphs are 
processed the complete list of combinations are returned back to the function 
allPossibleCominationsOfElimination.  

When combinations that include the same equation twice are detected the second equation 
is not added to the combination, this leads to having combinations that do not contain one 
equation from each sub-graph. Those combinations are not valid therefore they have to be 
removed. In this case the function getListsWithFixedSize that only returns the list 
elements with the wanted size is implemented. The function getListsWithFixedSize 
takes as arguments the list with all combinations, an empty list used for saving all 
combinations with the wanted size and the number of free equations as the size wanted. The 
function allPossibleCominationsOfElimination finally returns the list of all 
combinations that will remove one unique equation from each sub-graph. 
The possible elimination combinations for our example are seen in Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6. The possible elimination combinations. 

 
In our case example there are 14 possible combinations of elimination. 
 
All possible combinations of eliminations include combinations like {X,Y,Z} and {Y,Z,X}. 
These two combinations are the same solutions since it does not matter from which sub-graph 
the equation is removed. Therefore the function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList is 
implemented and only keeps one of the combinations that include the same equations. The 
function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList takes the list of all combination lists as argument. 
 

function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList 
  "keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList({{1,4,3},{4,3,1},{1,2,3}}) -> {{1,4,3},{1,2,3}}" 
  input list<list<Integer>> lstlst_in; 
  output list<list<Integer>> lstlst_out; 
algorithm  
  lstlst_out := keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2(lstlst_in,{}); 
end keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList; 
 
function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2 
  "keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList({{1,4,3},{4,3,1},{1,2,3}}) -> {{1,4,3},{1,2,3}}" 
  input list<list<Integer>> lstlst_in; 
  input list<list<Integer>> lstlst_res; 
  output list<list<Integer>> lstlst_out; 
algorithm  
  lstlst_out := matchcontinue (lstlst_in,lstlst_res) 
    local   
      list<Integer> lst; 
      list<list<Integer>> lstlst,lstlstres,lstlstNotEqual; 
    case(({}),lstlstres) then lstlstres; 
    case (lst::lstlst,lstlstres) 
      equation 
        lstlstNotEqual = Util.listSelect1(lstlst,lst,listNotEqual); 
        lstlstres = listAppend(lstlstres,{lst}); 
        lstlstres = keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2(lstlstNotEqual,lstlstres); 
      then; 
    case(_,_) 
      equation print("\nkeepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2 failed\n");  
      then fail(); 
  end matchcontinue; 
end keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2; 

 
The function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList calls its helper function 
keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2 with the list of all combinations and an empty list that will 
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be used to save the new list of combinations containing only one of the same lists. The first 
case in keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList is the termination condition for the recursion starting 
in the second case, meaning that all combinations are processed and the new list of 
combinations is returned. The second case takes the first combination in the list of 
combinations and removes all the lists identical to it from the rest of the list of combinations. 
This is done by using the function listSelect1 in the Util module to select all lists not 
equal to the first one. The lists and the union between them are checked to see if they are of 
the same size in order to determine if two lists consist of the same equations. This is 
implemented in the function listNotEqual that returns true if the lists are not equal and 
false if they are equal. To remove all combinations equal to the first combination, the 
listNotEqual is used as the comparison function passed to the Util.listSelect1 
function along with the first combination and the list of the rest of the combinations. The 
current combination is saved to the list of combinations that will be returned. The rest of the 
combinations excluding the current one will be recursively check by calling 
keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2. When all duplicated combinations have been removed the 
new list of combinations is returned. 
In our case example four combinations are removed and ten possible combinations of 
elimination are left. 

The next step is to remove the combinations that are not valid because they do not contain 
the linked equations. Let us consider the elimination combination {eq11,eq6,eq2}, as seen in 
Table 4-4 the equation 6 has 1 as a linked equation, meaning that if you remove equation 6 the 
equation 1 will also be removed because they are generated from the same original equation. 
Therefore the elimination combination {eq11,eq6,eq2} are not valid. Thus the function 
allValidCombinationsOfElimination is implemented to find all valid elimination 
combinations that also will be the solutions presented to the user.  
The function allValidCombinationsOfElimination takes the list of all elimination 
combinations and the linked equation matrix as arguments. 
 

function allValidCombinationsOfElimination 
  input list<list<Integer>> possibleElimations_in; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix linkedEqsM; 
  output list<list<Integer>> validElimations_out; 
  Integer numOfEqToRemove; 
algorithm 
  // It should be equal to no. of free equation if  
  // allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination is used 
  numOfEqToRemove := listLength(listNth(possibleElimations_in, 0));  
  validElimations_out :=    
  Util.listMap3(possibleElimations_in,allValidCombinationsOfElimination2, 
    linkedEqsM,{},numOfEqToRemove); 
  validElimations_out :=  
  Util.listSelect1(validElimations_out,{},listNotEqual);//remove all empty  
                                                                     lists 
end allValidCombinationsOfElimination; 
 
function allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 
  input list<Integer> possibleElimations_in; 
  input DAELow.IncidenceMatrix linkedEqsM; 
  input list<Integer> eliminateEq_in; 
  input Integer noOfEqsToRemove_in; 
  output list<Integer> validElimations_out; 
algorithm 
  validElimations_out := matchcontinue 
(possibleElimations_in,linkedEqsM,eliminateEq_in,noOfEqsToRemove_in) 
    local   
      list<Integer> peLst,elimEqs,linkedEqsList; 
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      Integer noOfLinkedEqs,peEq,noEqToRemove; 
    case ({},_,elimEqs,0) then elimEqs; // valid combination 
    case ({},_,elimEqs,noEqToRemove) then {}; // not valid 
    case (peEq::peLst,linkedEqsM,elimEqs,noEqToRemove) 
      equation 
        linkedEqsList = linkedEqsM[peEq]; 
        noOfLinkedEqs = listLength(linkedEqsList); 
        false = intEq(noOfLinkedEqs, 0); 
        true = isSubset(linkedEqsList,peLst); 
        peLst = Util.listSetDifferenceOnTrue(peLst,linkedEqsList,intEq); 
        // the equations in linkedEqsList are generated from the same  
        // equation in the source code as peEq therefore not needed  
        // in the list of eliminations 
        elimEqs = listAppend(elimEqs,{peEq}); 
        noEqToRemove = (noEqToRemove - (noOfLinkedEqs + 1)); 
        elimEqs =  
   allValidCombinationsOfElimination2(peLst,linkedEqsM,elimEqs,noEqToRemove); 
      then elimEqs; 
    case (peEq::peLst,linkedEqsM,elimEqs,noEqToRemove) 
      equation 
        linkedEqsList = linkedEqsM[peEq]; 
        noOfLinkedEqs = listLength(linkedEqsList); 
        true = intEq(noOfLinkedEqs, 0); 
        elimEqs = listAppend(elimEqs,{peEq}); 
        noEqToRemove = noEqToRemove - 1; 
        elimEqs =  
   allValidCombinationsOfElimination2(peLst,linkedEqsM,elimEqs,noEqToRemove); 
      then elimEqs; 
    case(_,_,_,_) // not a valid combination 
    then {}; 
  end matchcontinue; 
end allValidCombinationsOfElimination2; 

 
The function allValidCombinationsOfElimination first calculates the length of the 
first combination. This will be equal to the number of equations that should be removed 
(number of free equations) in order to make the over-constrained system of equations 
constrained. This will be true if the function allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination 
is used to calculate the combinations. The function listMap3 in the Util module is then used 
to construct the list of all valid combinations by calling the helper function 
allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 for all lists of combinations. The function 
allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 takes a list with all combinations of 
eliminations, the linked equation matrix, an empty list used to save the valid combination in, 
and the number of equations to remove as arguments. If the combination is not valid it will 
return an empty list. It should be noted that the length of a valid combination does not have to 
be equal to the number of free equations because if an equation has linked equations, the 
combination will only contain one of the linked equations.  

The first case in allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 handles the situation of 
when a valid combination is found, meaning the numbers of equations left to remove is zero 
and the list of equations to check is empty then the combination will be returned. The second 
case handles a case of an invalid combination where there are no more equations to check but 
there are still more equations to be removed before the system of equations can be solvable, 
and an empty list is returned. The third case will handle the situation of when an equation has 
linked equations. The first equation in the combination list will be set as the current equations 
to check. The linked equations for the current equation are retrieved from the linked equation 
matrix, and number of linked equations is calculated by checking the length of the list. The 
equation is then checked to see if it has any linked equations by checking if the number of 
linked equations is equal to zero. If so then the statement false = 
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intEq(noOfLinkedEqs,0); fails and the next case is executed. If the equation has linked 
equations then the next step is to check if the linked equations are in the combination by 
checking if the linked equations are a subset of the combination. If not then the next case is 
executed and if it is a subset we continue. Because the current equation and its linked 
equations are generated from the same original equation statement in the source code, the 
linked equations do not have to be checked. They are therefore removed from the combination 
list and only the current equation is needed to be added to the valid combination that is 
returned. The number of equations that will be removed by eliminating the current equation is 
then subtracted from the number of equations to remove. The number of equations to subtract 
will be the number of linked equations plus one, the current equation. Next the rest of the 
equations in the combination are checked by recursively calling 
allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 with the equations in the combination left to 
check, the linked equations matrix, the current valid combination, and the updated number of 
equations to remove. The fourth case is handling the equations that do not have any linked 
equations. It starts with retrieving the linked equations for the current equation and calculating 
the length. It then checks if the equation has any linked equations and if so then it is not valid. 
This is because the valid cases have already been checked in the third case so the last case will 
be executed and an empty list will be returned. If the current equation does not have any 
linked equations then the current equation will be added to the returning valid combination 
and the number of equation left to be removed is decreased by one. Next the rest of the 
equations in the combination are checked by recursively call 
allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 with the equations in the combination left to 
check, the linked equations matrix, the current valid combination, and the updated number of 
equations to remove.  

Finally the function allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 will return the valid 
combination of elimination if the combination is valid; else an empty list will be returned. 
Then back to the function allValidCombinationsOfElimination, when the listMap3 
function has executed allValidCombinationsOfElimination2 for all combinations and 
constructed the list of all return values, the list of valid combinations will also contain all the 
invalid combinations as empty lists so they have to be removed. To remove all empty lists we 
use the listSelect1 function to construct a new list where all the valid combinations not 
equal to an empty list are added. Finally the list of all valid combinations of elimination is 
returned. 

It should be noted that the list of all valid combinations of elimination now contain the 
solutions of which equations could be removed to make the over-constrained system well-
constrained. So now its time so present those solutions to the user. To present the solutions to 
the user the function newOverErrorFixingSolutions is implemented it takes the lists 
with the solutions and the DAELow record as arguments. The first case handles the situation 
when there are no solutions and the message “No solution could be found” is shown to the 
user. The second case handles the printout of the solutions. First the number of equations and 
variables are gotten from the DAELow record and printed to the user. Then the helper 
function newOverErrorFixingSolutions2 is called to handle the printout of each 
solution.  
 

function newOverErrorFixingSolutions 
  input list<list<DAELow.Value>> inEqIndexLstLst_in; 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAElow; 
algorithm  
  _ := matchcontinue (inEqIndexLstLst_in,inDAElow) 
    ... 
    // local variable declaration 
    ... 
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    case (({}),_) equation print("\nNo solution could be found\n");  
      then (); 
    case (inEqIndexLstLst,(daelow as DAELow.DAELOW(orderedVars =  
          DAELow.VARIABLES(numberOfVars = vars_size),orderedEqs = eqns, 
          debugInfo = dbarr)))  
      equation 
        esize = DAELow.equationSize(eqns); 
        print("\n\nNo. of equations = "); 
        print(intString(esize)); 
        print("\nNo. of variables = "); 
        print(intString(vars_size)); 
        print("\n\n"); 
        newOverErrorFixingSolutions2(inEqIndexLstLst,daelow,1); 
      then ();   
    case(_,_) 
      equation print("\nnewOverErrorFixingSolutions failed\n");  
      then fail();     
  end matchcontinue; 
end newOverErrorFixingSolutions; 
 
function newOverErrorFixingSolutions2 
  input list<list<DAELow.Value>> inEqIndexLstLst_in; 
  input DAELow.DAELow inDAElow; 
  input Integer solutionNo; 
algorithm  
  _ := matchcontinue (inEqIndexLstLst_in,inDAElow,solutionNo) 
    ... 
    // local variable declaration 
    ... 
    case (({}),_,_) then (); 
    case (eqIndexLst::inEqIndexLstLst,daelow,solutionNo)  
      equation 
        print("\nSolution "); 
        print(intString(solutionNo)); 
        print(":\n"); 
        printOverSolution(daelow,eqIndexLst); 
        print("\n"); 
        newOverErrorFixingSolutions2(inEqIndexLstLst,daelow,solutionNo+1); 
      then ();  
    case(_,_,_) 
      equation print("\nnewOverErrorFixingSolutions2 failed\n");  
      then fail();     
  end matchcontinue; 
end newOverErrorFixingSolutions2; 

 
The function newOverErrorFixingSolutions2 takes the same arguments with an 
additional integer that will be used to print out current the number of the solution; it is set to 
one for the first solution/call. The second case first extract the list of equations for the solution 
first in the list of solutions. The number of the current solution is printed to the user and then 
the function printOverSolution is called, and it will print out the equations for removal 
belonging to the solution. Then the rest of the solutions are printed by recursively calling 
newOverErrorFixingSolutions2 with the rest of the solutions, the DAELow record and 
solution number incremented by one as arguments. The first case terminate the recursion 
when the list of solutions are empty meaning all solutions are printed. 

The error fixing solutions present to the user for the over-constrained model in our example 
will be: 
 

ERROR!!! 
Over-constrained situation detected 
 
No. of equations = 23 
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No. of variables = 20 
 
Solution 1: 
In Resistor remove equation i = 10.0 
In VsourceAC remove equation v = VA * sin(6.28 * f * time) 
 
Solution 2: 
In Resistor remove equation i = 10.0 
In VsourceAC remove equation i = 10.0 

 
As seen the solution 2 contains exactly the two equations we added to the model to make it 
over-constrained. The debugger only presents the most probable solutions to the user 
therefore solution 3 and 4 seen in Section 3.10 are not shown because they are removed in the 
annotation based filtering algorithm. 
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5 Results and analysis 
In this section we will present some experiments that will test (demonstrate) the effectiveness 
of the algorithms for detecting repair fixing solution in over-constrained models. All 
measurements have been performed on an Intel core 2 quad @ 2.4 GHz processor computer 
equipped with 3 GByte primary memory and running Microsoft Windows Vista Ultimate 
operating system. We have used different Modelica models with moderate size in terms of 
number of equations. These models have then been modified by adding additional equations 
to make the models over-constrained. 

In the first test we ran the over-constrained models through the debugger and checked how 
many equations were excluded for possible equation to be eliminated in each reduction 
algorithm during the debugging. In Table 5-1 the results are presented along with a 
description of each model. The meaning of the notations in Table 5-1 is the following: 
 
 

• flatVars – the number of flattened variables, gotten after the instantiation of the model, 
i.e. the total number of variables in the model. 

• flatEqs – the number of flattened equations, produced in the instantiation phase of the 
model, i.e. the total number of equations in the model. 

• overEqs – the number of over-constraining equations in the isolated over-constrained 
graph +k

GO gotten after the Dulmage-Mendelsohn canonical decomposition, and 
implemented in function overPart in module equationDebugger. 

• equiEqs – the number of equivalent over-constraining equations computed with 
Algorithm 3-1, which is implemented in the function getSafeSets. 

• annoEqs – the number of over-constraining equations left after the annotation based 
reduction Algorithm 3-2, which are implemented in the function 
annotationBaseSafeSets. 

• conEqs – the number of over-constraining equations left after connector generated 
equation reduction, which are implemented in the function 
removeConnetorGeneratedEqs. 

• linkEqs – the number of over-constraining equations left after the equation, which had 
linked equation outside the safe set of equations implemented in the function 
eqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs. 

• validEqs – the number of different equations obtained from the solutions. 
• S – the number of solutions presented to the user. 
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Test model Description flatVars flatEqs overEqs equiEqs annoEqs conEqs linkEqs validEqs S 
scircuitPin1+ A simple electrical circuit model 

consisting of a resistor connected in 
parallel with a continuous voltage 
source, depicted in Chapter 3, Figure 3-1 
where the TwoPin component is over-
constrained by an extra equation. 

14 16 13 6 4 2 2 1 1 

circuitPin3+ A simple electrical circuit model 
consisting of two resistors connected in 
parallel with a continuous voltage 
source, depicted in Chapter 3, Figure 3-7 
where the TwoPin component is over-
constrained by an extra equation. 

20 23 19 15 11 7 3 1 1 

circuitR3+ 
Same as circuitPin but the resistor and 
VsourceAC componets are over-
constrained with one extra equation 
each, depicted in Chapter 4,Figure 4-2. 

20 23 19 15 14 10 6 3 2 

DCMotorCircuit1+ A direct current motor circuit model 
(Fritzson, 2004) where the resistor 
component is over-constrained by one 
extra equation 

39 40 33 29 15 8 8 8 8 

FlexibleShaft2+ A flexible shaft model with two 
elements of a one dimensional shaft 
connected, which is over-constrained by 
one extra equation. 

48 50 38 22 13 6 3 3 3 

Table 5-1. Benchmark program description for over-constrained systems. 

 
Worth noting is that all solutions include the correct combination of equation elimination, 
meaning that those equation/s we added to the make models over-constrained are in the set of 
solutions presented to the user.  

Figure 5-1 displays the number of equations after each reduction step during the debugging 
process. 
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Figure 5-1. Number of over-constrained equations obtained after each reduction step during 
debugging. 

From Figure 5-1 we can observe that the effectiveness of the different reduction algorithms 
depends on the model. We cannot say that one reduction algorithms is more effective or 
important than the other. 

The second experiment performed a time benchmark for the functions that performed the 
reduction algorithms for each step during the debugging (Chapter 4). For this experiment we 
used the flexible shaft model with different numbers of shaft elements connected. The number 
of shaft elements was set as one in the first model then up to five in the last model. An extra 
equation was added to the Rigid component in the Modelica Mechanical library (the 
possibility for this to happen is close to zero because it is a library component, but we did this 
for experimental purposes) which made the flexible shaft model over-constrained of the same 
degree as the number of shaft elements. A function to measure the time it takes for each 
debugging function to be executed was implemented. The result time for the over-constrained 
flexible shaft models can be seen in Table 5-3 and number of over-constrained equations left 
after each reduction step is seen in Table 5-2. 
 
Number of shaft elements 1 2 3 4 5 
flatVars 29 48 67 86 105 
flatEqs 30 50 70 90 110 
overEqs 18 38 58 78 98 
equiEqs 3 24 44 64 84 
annoEqs 1 22 41 60 79 
conEqs 1 13 24 35 46 
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linkEqs 1 6 9 12 15 
validEqs 1 3 3 3 3 
S 1 3 3 3 3 

Table 5-2. The number of over-constrained equations after each reduction algorithm. 

 
Number of shaft elements 1 2 3 4 5 
Function name Execution time in sec 
overPart 0 0 0 0 0 
getSafeSets 0,016 0,063 0,359 1,217 3,259 
annotationBasedSafeSets 0 0 0 0 0 
removeConnectorGeneratedEqs 0 0 0 0 0 
createLinkedEqsMatrix 0 0 0 0 0 
eqsLinkedToNotSafeEqs 0 0 0 0 0 
getListsWithFixedSize 0 0 0 0,031 17,284 
allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination 0 0 0 0,031 17,300 
keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList 0 0 0 0,764 109,700 
allValidCombinationsOfElimination 0 0 0 0 0,015 
debugOver (Total time) 0,016 0,063 0,359 2,012 130,305 

Table 5-3. Time benchmark results for the functions performing reduction algorithms on over-
constrained flexibleShaft models with different numbers of shaftElements connected. 

 
Figure 5-2 displays the total execution time for the debugging of the over-constrained flexible 
shaft models. 
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Figure 5-2. The total execution time for the debugging of flexible shaft models with different 
numbers of shaft elements. 

 
Seen in the Figure 5-2 and Table 5-3 the total execution time increases exponential. In Table 
5-2 we can see that the number of flattened equation increases linear with 20 equations by 
each shaft, so we can as a starting point assume that the exponential increase in execution time 
do not depend on the increase of equations. Let us look at the increase in number of 
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combination of eliminations for the flexible shaft models seen in Table 5-4 and depicted in 
Figure 5-3. 
 
Number of shaft elements 1 2 3 4 5 
All possible comb. of 
eliminations 1 21 229 3393 63591 
Unique comb. of eliminations 1 15 84 495 3003 
Valid comb. of eliminations (No. 
of Solutions) 1 3 3 3 3 

Table 5-4. Combination of eliminations. 
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Figure 5-3. The number of all possible- and unique combination of eliminations for the 
flexible shaft models with different number of shaft elements. 

 
In Figure 5-3 we can clearly see that the number of combinations increases exponentially 
when the number of shaft elements increases. We can therefore draw the conclusion that the 
exponential increase of the total execution depend on the exponential increase of the number 
of combination of eliminations. Let us take a closer look at the case with five shaft elements. 
From Table 5-3 we can see that the functions keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList and 
getListsWithFixedSize (is executed in the function 
allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination) together require 127 seconds to be executed 
of the total execution time of 130 seconds. Both of these functions operate on the list of 
combinations which contains 63591 lists with five elements each. Efficiency analysis of the 
functions in terms of how many list operations are executed due to the number of combination 
of eliminations (n), give us that the function getListsWithFixedSize has an order of n 
time complexity or T(n) = O(n), i.e. the function above linearly goes through the list. The 
function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList’s has order of n2 time complexity as shown below: 
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The function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList takes the first combination from the list of all 
combination of eliminations and then removes all combination lists with the same elements; 
the same process is done for the new list of all combination of eliminations. The formula 
above is a calculation of the worst case scenario of when all combinations are unique.  
What could be done to make these functions more efficient? The function 
getListWithFixedSize could be eliminated by modifying the function 
allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2 (builds the list of all possible combination 
of eliminations from the sub-graphs) to not add the empty combinations for those 
combinations that do not include one equation from each sub-graph to the list of all 
combinations. The function keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList could be rewritten to have a 
time complexity order of n for the worst case scenario if the list of all combination of 
eliminations is sorted. However, the list of all combinations has to be sorted. When sorting 
each combination, the list of all combinations has to be traversed giving time complexity the 
order of n. To sort the list of all combination the sorting algorithms bubble sort or quick sort 
could be used, which both has time complexity order of n2. This means that the time 
complexity still would be order of n2 with these changes. A merge sort algorithm could be 
used which have the time complexity order of nlogn, this would require the combination of 
eliminations to be stored in an array data structure. 

None of this has any effect on the exponential increase of the number of combination of 
eliminations. When we tried to debug the model with six shaft elements we found that the 
function allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2 caused stack overflow. This could 
have been caused by two reasons; one is that the list of all combinations became too large to 
fit the stack and the other reason is that too many recursive function calls were made. The 
later reason is a typical problem for declarative programming languages because of the use of 
recursion instead of iteration. Therefore let us look into the recursion depth (number of 
recursive function calls) for the function allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2 
and the functions it uses. The recursion depth for the functions is: 
 
 n = number of equations in a sub-graph 
 m = number of sub-graphs 
  

RecursionDepth(allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination2 ) = m 
 RecursionDepth(allPossibleCombinationsOfElimination3) = n 

RecursionDepth(listListAppendIfNotMember) = nm-1 

 
We can see that the stack overflow is most certainly caused in the function 
listListAppendIfNotMember with the recursion depth nm-1 as worst case (all equations 
are unique). Let us look at the implementation of the function 
listListAppendIfNotMember. 
 

function listListAppendIfNotMember 
  input list<list<Integer>> lstLst_in; 
  input Integer elem; 
  output list<list<Integer>> lst_out; 
algorithm  
  lst_out := matchcontinue(lstLst_in,elem) 
    local list<Integer> resLst,lst; 
      list<list<Integer>> lstLst,resLstLst; 
    case (({}),_) then ({}); 
    case(lst::lstLst,elem) 
      equation 
        resLst = listAppendIfNotMemberElseEmpty(lst,elem); 
        false = isEmptyLstLst(resLst,{}); 
        resLstLst = listListAppendIfNotMember(lstLst,elem); 
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      then 
        resLst::resLstLst; 
    case(lst::lstLst,elem) 
      equation  
        resLstLst = listListAppendIfNotMember(lstLst,elem); 
      then resLstLst;   
  end matchcontinue; 
end listListAppendIfNotMember; 

 
There is a special form of declarative recursive formulation for this kind of problem called 
tail-recursion. This form allows the compiler to avoid this performance problem by 
automatically transforming the recursion to an iterative loop that does not need any additional 
stack allocation and thereby be as efficient as iteration in imperative programs. This is called 
the last call optimization or tail-recursion removal, and is dependent on the recursive function 
calling itself as its last action before returning (Fritzson 2007).  

As seen in the code for listListAppendIfNotMember the last action for the second 
case is to add an element to a list (resLst::resLstLst) it is therefore not tail-recursive and 
leads to stack overflow when the number of combinations become large. We rewrote the 
function to tail-recursion form by adding an extra list as argument that was to be used to store 
the result in. The function listAppendIfNotMemberElseEmpty takes a list (a 
combination) and an element (equation) as arguments, adds the element to the list if it is not 
already a member, and then returns the list; otherwise it returns an empty list. The function 
listAppendIfNotMemberElseEmpty was also rewritten to take the result list as an extra 
argument, as well as to add the constructed list (if the element is not a member of the list) to 
the result list and return it (instead of an empty list). Else if the element is a member of the 
list, the result list is returned unchanged. This led to no stack overflow in function the 
listListAppendIfNotMember and that the function getListWithFixedSize was not 
necessary anymore due to the functions listListAppendIfNotMember and 
listAppendIfNotMemberElseEmpty no longer returning an empty list, which led to the 
unwanted combinations. However, we now got a stack overflow in the function 
listSelect1 in module Util when called/used in the function 
keepOnlyOneOfTheSameList2. The function listSelect1 was not implemented in the 
tail-recursion form and we were not able to find a solution for this problem without massive 
performance loss. 

On the other hand, we have not yet looked into the main reasons for all these problems, 
which is the exponential increase in the number of combination of eliminations. Let us 
examine the sub-graphs after that all reduction algorithms is done. The different sub-graphs 
for the flexible shaft models can been seen below and the free equations are highlighted. 
 

Number of shaft elements = 1 
{6} 
 
Number of shaft elements = 2 
{1 , 2 , 6 , 19 , 20 } 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 24 } 
 
Number of shaft elements = 3 
{1 , 2 , 6 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 24 , 37 , 38} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 42} 
 
Number of shaft elements = 4 
{1 , 2 , 6 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 24 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56} 
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{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 42 , 55 , 56} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56 , 60} 
 
Number of shaft elements = 5 
{1 , 2 , 6 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56 , 73 , 74} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 24 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56 , 73 , 74} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 42 , 55 , 56 , 73 , 74} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56 , 60 , 73 , 74} 
{1 , 2 , 19 , 20 , 37 , 38 , 55 , 56 , 73 , 74 , 78} 

 
We can see above that for each model the sub-graphs contain the same equations except the 
free equations. The free equations are also the same for each model plus one free equation for 
the additional sub-graph. When examining the free equations we can see that they are all 
generated from the same original source code, which is the equation we introduced to make 
the models over-constrained. This is simple explained by the shaft element containing one 
extra equation; therefore each instance of shaft element will contribute to one over-
constrained sub-graph. So in this case the best way to debug these models in performance 
point of view would be to debug the shaft element model alone. In this case the debugger 
would only have to debug the shaft element model independent of how many shaft elements 
the flexible shaft model contains. However the debugger should be able (have some 
algorithm) to detect and/or handle these situations. Examples of how to handle this are 
presented below. 
 

• For the specific situations above when all the free equations are generated from the 
same original source code which will lead to sub-graphs with the same equations 
except the free equations, a special case could be added to handle it. One algorithm for 
this situation could be: The first solution presented to the user for making the over-
constrained model well-constrained would be to remove the original source code that 
generates the free equations, then examine if there are any other possible solutions by 
picking the equations from one of the sub-graphs and removing the free equation. 
Thereafter, the algorithm will look for those combinations that will remove the same 
number of equations as over-constrained equations (free equations) from the list of 
equations by examining the source ids for the equations.  
Problems/drawbacks: Only works for these specific situations. What if the matching 
would be different and the free equations would not be generated from the same 
original source code? 

 
• In situations where the number of combinations is detected to be large, the debugging 

aborts. Then if the model has any extended class or classes, they are checked if they 
are over-constrained.  If an extended class is over-constrained then it is debugged. If 
not the classes declared in the model are checked and debugged to see if they are over-
constrained. Library and primitive classes are not debugged because we can assume 
that those are not over-constrained. 
Problems/drawbacks: How and when to detect these situations? What number of 
combinations is large? The model may have to be debugged more than once if 
multiple models are over-constrained. 

 
• Start with checking if the bottom level class is over-constrained and then check the 

classes up to the top level class. The classes are then debugged if any of them are over-
constrained. The same as the above is applied here, i.e. the library and primitive 
classes are not debugged or checked.  
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Problems/drawbacks: The model may have to be debugged more than once if 
multiple models are over-constrained. 
 

• Present a list of models the user could try to debug, with the model/s containing a free 
equation as the most likely model/s. 

 
These suggestions of solutions are only theoretical propositions that have not been tested. 
Other solution may be considered for future work in the subject matter.  
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6 Conclusions 
The debugging techniques for detecting and solving system models with over-constrained 
equations developed by (Bunus, 2004) has in this thesis been proven to work with satisfying 
results for the declarative object-oriented equation-based modeling language Modelica. After 
implementing the debugging techniques in the OpenModelica compiler, the debugger could 
be tested for Modelica models with over-constrained system of equations that are not 
solvable. The debugger was confirmed to present solutions to the user of which equation/s 
should be removed from the original source code in order to make an over-constrained system 
solvable.  

However, models with multiple instances of an over-constrained class/model could cause 
unsatisfying performance for the debugger, inform of long execution time or even memory 
overflow. Future work is needed in order to solve this performance problem. Suggestions of 
solutions are presented in this thesis in Chapter 5, but there may be other solutions that could 
be considered for this particular problem.  

Finally, in order to uphold a more complete static debugger for Modelica, future work on 
implementing debugger functionality for handling under-constrained models is needed. 
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